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SYNOPSIS.
This experimental investigation of the behavior of wire ropes in tensi!>n
and bending was undertaken in order to determine their strengths and. the
, .... .
stresses produced under load, and to compare these values with those given
by the several formula~ in common use. Altogether. riine tension and thirty-
six bending specimens were tested over sheaves of four diameters. The ropes
selected were 1 in. in ?iameter, with hemp centers. and the tests included
studies of regular and Lang lay ropes, of 6 X 7 and 6 X 19 construction
preformed lind non-preformed types, and of two different grapes of steel.
Important results are contained in the curves for loss of strength in bending
Ilnd for the .variation in modulus of elasticity of the. rope under pre-stress-
ing, and a comparative summary is given of stresses and strengths as observed
. and as computed by st'veral formula!'!.
INTRODUOTION
Si~ce wire ropes were first produced in the early part of the Nineteenth
Oentury, with a view to obtnining high strength combined with flexibility
over sheaves, the qllestion of the stresses set up by bending them haE' been
a subject of sharp controversy. Literally dozens of formulas' have been devel-
,oped to evaluate this bending stress. most of them of an empiricnl nature, and
each wire rope user. in the past, has given preference to one or another in
NOTE.-PubItshed In Februa.ry; 1986. ProoeedlnglJ:
J Engr.• Ingersoll-Rand ~o., New York,. N. Y., formerly Garrett Linderman Hoppes
Research Fellow In Civ. Eng., .Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Po.
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the light of his practical experience with ropes in service. In some cases,the
formula was merely an expression of the results of a series ,of ,tests :on speci-
mens to determine the loss of strength over various sizes of sheaves, fr9m
which the bending stress could be evaluated in some measure. This has led
recently to the expression of formulas for loss of 'strength in bending,which;
in the end, is a more practical concept than that of the stresses to which this
loss is, due. '
It was lor the purpose olinvestigating the merits of these nUII!erous bending
formulas that this test program' was originally'concei~ed. Undouhtedly, there
is a marked difference between the 'stress conditions in a stationary wire' rope
bent over a sheave arid' in 'one which is in rapid motion over the' smIle sh'eave
and possibly subjected to reverse bending as well. The scope of this investi-'
gation has been limited to a study of stationary ropes only, and while they
hold admittedly a' relatively minor pl~ce in wire-rope usage, the results may
point the way to a clearer understanding of stress conditions, in, moviIlg ropes
as well as in stationary ones. ' ,
A program of tests of ropes over sheaves ~as planned I,lcco,rdiIlgly',; im,d !1
means devised for measuring the stress in any of the outer ,wires. ,F,!r, pu,r-
poses of comparison a tension specimen of each type of rope was needed,
and further stress observations were taken on these specimens. Because of
the need in. certain stress formulas for a 'value of the modulus of elasticity
of the' rope as'a whole, numerous observations of' this property, were ,m.ade,
and this determination soon became one of the major branches of the investi-
gation. Considerable data have been collected also on the untwisting effect
in wire ropes under tension, on their shrinkage in diameter as their hemp
centers are consolidated, and on the coefficient of frictioll between rope and,
sheave. '
Notation.-The symbols used in this paper are summarized for reference
. . ~
in Appendix I.
THE PROBLEM
Review.-Probably the first and simple~t formula that has be~n deri~ed
for the purpose of expressing the stress in a wire rope bent over a sheave was
that of Reuleaux',
., d
& = E - .........................•. (1)
'.' D
which' was derived :from the 'expression for bendirig stress in' Ii 'slightly curved
beam, by substituting instead of the diameter of 'the rod' 'acting as a 'beatn, the
diameter of one wire (presumably in the outer layer) used in the rop~,' D is
the diameter of the shea~e and E, the mod'ulusof elusticityof 'the wire, 'gen-
erally assumed to be about 28 500000 Ib per sq in.' This formula is givenbjr
the Inte Robert Charles Strachan,,:M:. Am. Soc. C. E. '(4)", F. C: Carstarphen,
11£. Am. Soc. C. E. (1), and by numerous other writers. ' ,
• Given by Reuleaux In his book "The Constructor". 1893 Edition. and probably liS
carly as 1876 ,In other writings. , , '
I For reference to figures In parenthescs, see "Blbllograph;Y"·. Appendix II.
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It was soon found that Equation (1) gave values of the stress which were
far too, high to; be practicable, in many cases even exceeding the ultimate
strength of the wire for small sheave sizes. Accordingly, attempts were made
to modify the formula by empirical and semi-empirical means. Shortridge
Hardesty, M. Am. Soc. O. E. (2), has derived the formula '(4):
d '
s = E - cos a cos b (2)'
,D • "
in which a is the angle between a helical wire'and the axis of the strand and
b is the angle :between a strand and the axis of. the rope.
Mr. R. 'W: Chapman, (5) modified Equation (2) by expressing the
formula as:
s = E !!:.... cos' a cos' b (3)
D
which'gives values for the stress lower than those given by Equations (1)
and (2). /
. B. R. ~ Leffler, M. Am. Soc. 0.' E. (3) gives an empirical modification of
this formula as adopted by the New York Oentral Railroad Oompany in 1928,
s = 2 Ed cos' a cos' b (4)
3D
Mr. Oarstarphen (1) makes mention of an empirical form~la of even
simpler' form, '
d '
s = 0.44 E -, ' (5)
D
although it is not mentioned on what test results this formula is based.
All the preceding formulas have involved the use of the modulus of elas-
ticity of the wire, and the tendency has beim to reduce the abnormally high
stress valu~s by some coefficient. In 1918, Mr. James F. Howe (2) suggested
that the proper value of E to use in a formula of the general type of Equa-
tions. (~) to (5) was the modulus of elasticity of the rope as a whole, E r ; thus,
d
s = E r - (6)
D
or, as it is often used,
, Er d,s = : (7)
D + dT
This .formula :gave values considerably lower than those of Equation (2) or
Equation (3), when using a value of 12000,000 Ib per sq in. as the modulus
of elasticity of the rope. , ~
In 1933, Mr. Oarstarphen (1) approached the problem from an analytical
standpoint, and on the basis of a wire rope consisting of a double set of
open-coiled helical springs, in turn bent around a constant radius, arrived at
an expression for the loss of strength of a wire due to such bending:
7r (d)· E Gp = ---....:-----::-----:.:..~==--=----- , . (8)
16 R T. [2 G (1 + sin' ,,) + E cos', "j
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in: which; P ::; loss. of strength in :a given wire; Ii, = tj:J.~ dill.meter, of a given
wire; E = modulus of elasticity of a given wire; G = modulus of rigidity
of a given wire, [G: = E J; p. = Poisson's ratio; R .= radius of a
.. . . 2 (1 + p.) . '- . .
sheave,.[~ = ~ (D + dr) ] ; T8;= radius from the ~ent~r of the strand to the
center of the wire in: question; and, ~ = the angle between the perpendicular
to the'axis of a rope and the tangent to the center line of the wire.
I.n £quation (8), :when T8 = 0; substitute Tr which is defined as 't~eradi~~
from the center of a wire rope to the center wire' ofa strand. .
The -total loss of strength in a rope is equal to the value of P multiplied
by the number. of wires, or if the strand consists of a number of layers of
different siz-ed'wires~ a value of P ~lUSt be computed for each layer arid mhlti-
plied by the' number of wi~es of that size in the layer. If ~ val~e of the 'bend-
ing stress were desired, this could presumably be obtained by di~iding'{p
by the net area of steel in the rope.. According to Mr. Oarstarphen, Equa-
tion (8) "takes into account the diameter' ~f the ~ires, the rope, the radius
of curvature, the- angle of Jay, the' modulus of elasticity in tension, and the
modulus of rigidity." The test results reported in ~he same paper seemed to
suppo~tthismet.hoq. of computing loss of stre~gth. .
,A~yof the preceding fo'rmulas, for bending stress, f, may be ad~Pte~. to
give loss of strength,or ultimate strength in bending, S, by inserting them
in the general form of the equation:
S = A (t srlt ~ ' '.. " .. (9)
in which' A is the net. area of steer in a wire rope; t is the ultimate unIt. ten-
sile strength of a' wire; and It is the efficiency of the rope in plain tension.
Equatioii' (8)' is .giyen by O. D. Meals, Asso·c. M. Am. Soc.O. E. (1), and
others, tising Equation' (7) 'todeterm.'ine a '\'ulue for't. Mr~ Meals furtlier
de~eI6ped"an equatit>n for the strength of a w.ire rope in tension, fro~ which
the..efficie?c~,· It, 'might be comlJUted: . . '. . ..
.... . (10)
. .'. .
in"which n. is the number of strands in· a rope; n", is the number of whes
of °a given diameter in the ith layer; Si is the tensile strength of a wire ·in
the ith 'layer; ai is the 'angle of pitch of the: wires in the ith layer; and nl
is the number of layers of wires in a' strand.. • :' .
. J. H. Griffith, ,M; Am. Soc; O. E., and Mr. J. E. Bragg .(6) gave, both
Equation (9) and aIi:empirical formula for tensile load based on· the minimum
results 6f tests, as':
. T. a x 75000 Ii"r., ;.,: · q1)
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in which, D is the diameter of the 'cable, in inches; aIJ.d 0 is a' constant for
various Constructions (see Table 1).
TABLE 1.-VAWES OF 0 FOR MEAN IN EQUATION (11)
RANGJIl
Rope
From:
,-",
6X19 plow steel. ' : ..• : ..•...•.... '........ 0.9
8X19 plow steel........................................ 0.8
6 X19 Cll8t steel...... .. .. 0.8
lIX42 tiller rope........................................ 0.3
6X7 guy rope : '. 0.3
Mean*
To:
.: ,"
1.1 1.0'
1.00 0.85
1.00 0.85
0.45 0.35
0.45 0,35
*Approximate.
-On the assumptio~ that slipping does not occur between the'straight and
curved wire~, ,:Mr. Carstarphen gave the following fOrI~lUla' (1) for the tensile
strength of. a rope,
• ~. I'
s = cos (a + b) 4 s"' ~: (12)
in which S", is the ultimate strength of the wire.
. 'The foregoing' equations for stresses and strengths in bending and in ten-
sion are only a few of the many that can be found in engineering literature.
They were chosen as representative of current usage, and the range in values
given by' them demonstrat~s clearly,the uncertainty that still exists as to the
ultimate effect of bending stresses on the strength of a wire rope. ' Each of these
formulas has been applied to the wire ropes used in this investigation, and
a table of, the results is included herein, under the heading, "Summary".
The Present Investigation.-The most logical manner in which to deter-
mine the bending stresses and loss of str~ngth in wire ropes, seemed -to be a,
series ,of tests. on ropes on which· the stresses could ,be measured by some
standard extensometer. ,Fortunately, such equipplent was available 'in, the
form of fo~r tensometers that couid be mounted on i~dividuai outer wi~es
at different points ar~und the, sheav~. From these readi~gs unit strains were
re'corded" directly, by multiplying by the predetermined con~tant fo~ each
instrument. To convert these values to unit stresses, it was necessary to draw,
from auxiliary samples of the wires used, stress-strain curves for each size
of' outer wires encountered. From these curves the ~bserved strains co~ld
then be transformed readily to their corresponding stress values, thus giving
values of 'the stress in: the outer wires at any point along a sheave or' on 'a
straight tension' speCimen.
This- same principle is made use' of time and, time again in laboratory
work on mild steel specimens, where extensometer: readings of strain below
the 'elastic limit are multiplied by: 29 000 000 lb per sq in. in order to give the
stress' at these ,points: The difference lies in the fact that: steel" such as ,is
used in wire-rope manufacture, does not have a sharp, well-defined elastic'
limit since it is heat-treated, with the result that the stress-strain curve shows
a proportional limit of about 40% of the ultimate strength. Furthermore, in
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the tests to destruction, strains were recorded on the ropes in most cases to
about 90% of the ultimate load, the uniformity of the stress-strain curves
of the wire even' at these high loads permitting, such readings 'to pe made
with considerable accuracy. ,
, On tlie tension tests, a means was sought to determine the modulus of elas-
ticity of the rope as a whole, in additiontq the'stresses in individual outer
wires. ,One of the most satisfaCtory methods' in use in the past has been
described by G. P. Boomsliter, M.Am. Soc. C. E.,(8). Hetttilized,'an 8-in.
strain-gauge set ,in holes on brass rings soldered to the rope. Co~siderable
difficulty was lmcountered due to the untwisting effect of the rope ~nder load,
which caused errors in his readings. In :order to adapt this method to the
present tests, and to minimize STIch errors, it was decided to use a 10-in.
strain-gauge, with holes located on i-in. square brass lugs, curved to fit the
rope and soldered .to it. In this ,manner, the tendency of the rig to tear away
as'th; rope shrinks under ioad was eliminated. ' To compensate 'for 'twist, two ~
scales reading to hundredths of an inch were placed 10 in. apart' on the rop'e;
and read with the vertica.l hair of a s~rveyor's transit; the proper corrections
to the measured gauge lengths were then computed after the completion <:Ii'
the test. The ~tress-strain cu;ve of the' rope could then be drawn' readily
and the modulus of elasticity obtained in the usual manner. ' " '
The tests reported by Professor Boomsliter showed quite definitely, that the.
modulus of :elasticity of a wire rope" especiAlly one with a hemp center, is
a decidedlS nriable quantity, and tends to increase as the number of load-
iri~ 'increases and' ~s tiu~ stres~ to' whi~h 'the rope is loaded each tiine' is
raised, :IIi .view :of these results, i~' was decided to investigate more fully this
property of wire ropes with hemp centers and to load each tension specimen,
seven times to approximately 50% of its ultimate ,load, taking readings on
the first, third, Dfth, and seventh, loadings. ';'As the tests proceeded" it, was
fou~d ad~isable to observe also',the 'seco~d'loading. ,All bending specime~s
were similarly ioaded ,seven, times before finally, fracturing them, both to insure
conditions ~imilar to those in th~ircomp~nioritension specimens and to work
the' indhidual:wires',so asioequalize,the stress in them, as indicated byth~
tensometer readings.' ,
PROGRAM' OF TESTS
Because of the large number of variables involved in ail investigation of
this nature, it was decided to restrict' as many 'of' them as possible, aIicl to
confine the study'to it determination of basic relationships: ' For this reason,
the size of the rope to be tested was set at '.1 in., since this was the mininiu~
on which' the out~r wires' extended along the surface far enough to 'admit
attaching a tensom~ter on a i-in. gauge 'length.' Similarly,' a' rope with' a
hemp center ~as 'selected as'being mor,a typical than one with an i~dependent
wire rop~ center, and less likely to be confusing i~ any analysis.
, TlIe variables ~o be investigated were:, (I) Sheave diameter;' (2) construc-
tion; (3) lay; (4) preforming;: and (5) grade of steel. ,
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!--.,-.,--,Diameler--,-,---1 t---~-Diameter.,--,-~__
'FIG. 1.-6 x 7, AND 6 X 19 W!RE-ROPE CONSTRUCTION.'
, " 'R~GULAR LAY ROPE'
LANG LAY ROPE "
FIG. 2.-REGULAR LAY AND LAN'G' :~~\viRE 'itci;E.
_ (i) 8h~~v~ Diam~t~;.-Fo;;r vaiue~ ~f D were sele~ted: 18 iri., 1'4 Ill.,
io'i~., ~nd7 in., each,~easured at the root of the groov~.
: (~3) Oonstruciion:-Ropes 9f ,both 6 X '7 and 6 X' 19constructi,onwere
t~sted (see Fig. 1). The ,6 X 1'9 rop~s contai~~d si'x filler wires of the' sa'me
~ade 'of steel as' the main wires, added to giv~ it sm'oother" surface to the
s't~aD.d: " , "
" "(3) Lay.-:- Both regular'
lay ~nd Lang lay ropes were 'II"'~II'~I"~ ,'I'~:~~j~jdla~se:op:~gih:)'an~: '. ,', ,'. ~1II I
of ,lay of the 'wire in the --~~~ =-==
st'rand:is' equal imd opposite
to 'that of' the 'strand in the
rope, with the result that'_',i~' '
,the outer ;wires lie parallel ' ~
to' the axis of the' r'ope. In', ,
Lang 'lay 'construction, both,' ~~~:,r,~~:n;a~:a:~~:e:~~o~~iS~~;, '
the angle of lay was in all
cases very close to 18i0, the
outer wires in a Lang lay rope ,w'ere' ,inclined, at 37° to the axis of the rope.
, (4) Prefo.rming.-;:The proces~, of map.ufa~ture by ,which both wires, and
~tra~ds 'a~~ giv.en an initial heiica1 cU,rvatlJre as' they are':for;'ned, is'k~o~ri as
p~ef~~~i~g: Thispro~ess ~il1 be described 'in 'detail in s~cceeding 'paragi'aphs.
• • ,_j '"._ :•••:"j' : .j.' .. : '.: •• ' , '.' 'j" ", -J 'f;'.; " .,; -j"-".,\.
Both preformed and non-preformed types were"tested. " " ,
"('it)' G~id~ of Steei,~Most ~f ~ t~e spe~i~eris te~ted 'wer~Of cast steei, of
the,:g:rade ,prodiic'ed 'by al~~st ail, ;ire rope, nianuf~ctli're~s;~ith 'a' specified
ulti~~te '~i~en'gth of' 205 000 :to: 220 000' 'lb per sq in, ,A' few ,'tests 'were' made
f~r' ~or~elati'on on' sp~cimen's of plo~ ste~l, ';';'ith:an ,ultinlate' strimgth' of 235 '090
to 250000 Ib per sq iii. ; ':, ,: " i",',,',
"SpeCi~e~s.-'-Fivespeci~eriid~n'sthuteaa set. ' Of the$e',onewasa tehsion
specimen, 4 it 6 in. loni; 'and' foui:' w~re bending 3pecimemi, 7 ft ]~ng,;for
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, the four ,sheave sizes. All the'ropes were socketed by means of molten' zinc in
f<;>rged steel open sockets, and' all the foregoing dimensions were taken from
inside to, inside of sockets. ' The,se sets· were numb~red: as shown in Table. 2.
TABLE 2,.,.-PROPERTIES OF TEST SPECIMENS, (HEMP CENTER; dr _.1 INOH),
No. of set ,I Type Lay Forming, ,
(a) 6 X7CONSTRUCTION
I. . ' , . , '.' , , , , , , , , Cast steel. ' " Regular,.",.:,,', N on-pr.eformed '
2, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ' , , . " Cast steel, , , ' " Regular",."" Preformed
L: :::: :~':': ::::: ::::: :::::::::::: :::':: g:~ :~::l:: :::: t:~~::::::::::: ~r~~~~~~rmed '
(b) 6 X19 CONSTRUcTION (SIX'FIL~ERWrnES)
9, , ' ...... , : , ........ , .......... , , .. '''I Cast steel. , . , "I Regular""". " Non-preformed
It:::::: :::::::: :': :::::::::::::::::::: §E~m:L:,:::: et>:: ::':: ~~~~~1rmed
13, , , • " " . , , , , , , . , , , . , . , .. , . , , , , , , , , " Plow steel .,." Regular", ',' . " Non-preformed
For determining the physi'cal proper~ies of' the wires which made ~p these
c' ropes, tensile tests 'were made on ten samples of each' size of wire entering
each'const'ruction, both' of 'cast,"and 'plow steel.' Thes~ sizes were ~s' shown
in" Table 3.
TABLE 3.-SIZES OF WIRES
, { One core wire" .• ,', " ; "
6)('19.".".,. '.:.".,.".,.. ~i~ ~nJ::':~~~.~':"::::::::::: ':::::::::
, " 'Twelve outer wires, , , , : , . , . , . , , , . , , , , , , , ,
Construction
6X7~','.. "., .... ", .... ,., ,',' {'
Number of wires in one round
One core,wire. '.' .. .' 0·' .
Six outer wires .
Diam_eter, d. in inches
0,115
0,105
g:g~~,
0,028
0,065
Observations ";vere' taken on these single wire specimens, of proportional
limit, ultimate strength; modulus of elasticity, and location of fracture,and
an average stress-strain curve was plotted' for each size up to· about 85% 'Of
the ultimate strength. 'Average values o{ these observ'ations wer~ used for
determining the physical constants of· the wire, and the' probable error from':
this ,mean was noted. ,
MANUFAOTURI~G, PRooEssEs
The various manufacturing: processes, and machines used in theproductiCm,i'
of wire, RI).d, wir~ rope, have been rather fully:described elsewhere, notably by'
Messrs. Carstarphen (1) and Meals (I), ,The process isredljced 'essentially
to three steps : First, the' drawing and treating'; of, the '. wire;: second, the
sp~nning of these wires:,into a strand of ,the desired size and construction;
and" third, the cl~sing ,of several strands around ,a hemp ,or wire rope center,'
to, fqrm a 'Yir~ rope. 0 It..is during this last step that the ropes are preformed,
if so, de~ired, so that tl).e wires ,and strands are permaneJ}.tly deformed and: lie,
in the finished'rope with no tendency to unravel or kink. '
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Fig. '3 shows a large vertical closing' machine at the point where six
strands are drawn' through' a die over a lubricated hemp center to form a
non-preformed, 'regular lay rope: The frame and die are held stationary, and
,the slotted cone and spools from which the strands are drawn rotate. In addi-
tion, the spools are given a planetary ..motion so' that the strands are laid
into the rope without any twist, and their lay is controlled by the speed with
which the finished rope is withdrawn. For forming Lang lay rope, the frame
is rotated in the reverse direction, and the spools given Ii back turn to minimize
the 'untwisting effect.
The contrast between this method and that used in making 'preformed
ropes is illustrated in Fig. 4. The frame and die are the same, but, in this
case, the smooth cone is replaced' by one on which are mounted three small
sheaves for each strand. These sheaves are placed as, shown in Fig. 4
and the strands threaded around them 'so that a helical permanent set is
imparted to them:' This set is 'noticeable 'in the section of the strands just
as they enter the closing die. The proper position of the small sheaves must
be' d'etermined v~ry exactly in order th~t the: helii':Will be of the exact size
required' for {oiming the' desired rope. In pr~formingIL~ng lay ropes~ th~se
s~an sheave~ are' replac~d by spIral holes' thro~g:h whi~h the strands are
drawn, in order to minimize the twisting action to which this type is subject.
TESTING ApPARATUS
All specimens both in tension and in bending were tested in a 300000-lb
testing machine, which was calibrated to 200000 Ib and found to be correct
within 0.25 per cent. For the tension tests, the 'sockets were passed through
the holes in the two heads of the machine and secured by steel plates, in
which 1i - in. holes had been drilled to receive the)ocket pins. Brass gauge
points for the gauge were cut' from a section of 1-in. brass pipe, and when
properly cleaned with emery paper were soldered to,the rope. In all cases
except ,the first test, whe,re ~ix gauge lengths w~re provi~ed, two gauge lengths
were used, directly opposite each ot~er at about t~e c!lnter of the specimen.
By e~ercisi~g proper care ip. soldering, only one, of all the brass gauge points
'br/?ke away in the course of testing" and the, fracture of the rope was never
traceable to the heat treatment of wires in the vicinity of the soldering opera-
,tions. For measuring the tWist, two paper scales graduated to 0.02 in., were
affixed to one side of the cable, just' under each gauge point, by rubber bands,
and these scales were read to 0.01 in: on the vertical, hair of a surveyor'stran-
sit setup on a near-by table. The gauge holes in the' brass plugs' were also
aligned vertically with this transit when drilled. :
" The operation of attaching the tensometers proved'to be the most difficult
part of the tension set-up, as the ropes contracted' appreciably under load,
causing the gauges to become loose. However, after SOme experimentation, it
was found that for regular lay ropes a pair of tensometers could be mounted
opposite each 'other on a standard gauge-holder, and 'could' be ,held' iripla~
FIG. S.-WID ROPIl MACHINIII FABRICATING A REGULAR LAY. NON-PREFORMED ROPE.
FIG. 4.-WIBE ROPE MACHINE MODIFIED Il'OR FABRICATING A REGULAB LAy. PBIiFOBMIIID KOPE.
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by"'coniieCting the' fai;--eirios''Or 'the'hoIaei'iJy---:-u'sh'ort 'stroll'if spi-ing:"'Tlifs';\,
afriiBiement gave consistently good readi~g~even ~t v~ry high i6ads. For·':';
Lh£g. i:ay,ropes this device co~Jd not be used, however; due to the fact tBdt;l
tii~outer wires lay at an angle of 37° to the axis of the cable. For this',,;
re.ils~ri ':the .two tensometerswere -mo'lintedseparately, on fittings especially I
1:..-' ,.' ." '.'" :' . '. ,- ".. . " ,., J
b#ilt toho!d the gauges. at the require,dangle and 'a1l.ow ~ome play asthis:~
a~~le~hang~d'under load. :Ori. ~ari.Y of~hete~sioil specinien~ measure~eiJ'tsH
we~e t~keh6f the dia~eter before l~ading aha at rie~rly full load, witha' pair ':i
of sl~de calipers;,to determine the deJ~ease in diameter ;Inder load·.~ _ , ......• '!;
• The bending ,tests required the co~struction 'oia specialtesting .rig ~how~;
i~ Fig. 5. ThE;. upper head of the testing machine .was, removed from its>;
supporting colu~ns, and across tw,o of them was placed diagonaUy a: ~fr~me- :
~ork consisting', of two I5-in. channels, held· vertically in pla~e by 1- iii. ;,
plates welded to their ~nds and separated by a slot 2~ in. wide. At the middle of ,;
the top face of these channels were welded tw~ se~i-circ~liH beari~g blocks, cut;
tb fit the 4~i~. steel pin which l>e~ved as an axle for the sheaves. Thisallowe,d.;;J
:. ,_ .'. . . ...~. ~. :,1
tne sheaves to pass throtigh the slot between the channels, leaving the top'~:
" , .. '.' . '.' ' ',' ..••. "1h::il~, over which the cable passed" free for the mounting of gauges. Tl,1e lower,:;
ertdsbf the ropep'asseddowJiward through the slot 'and the sockets w~rehel~"H
by pins in plates welded to a short section o£, reinfor.ced H-beam.To ·the "
lower face of this beam was welded a vertical steel piece which, in turn, was
grippea-by"lne-jaws-ol tnetestiIig machine.···Tfiesh-eav~'aeaIl times was lree::
tprotatep~ its pin and the ,pin in it~ ~eari)1g-blocks; ahd tram the .gauge'
J;kadings it 'is believed that very nearly the same stress was developed inthe'i
r:opeon:each side of the sheave at all times. ' " ,
:"The"f6u/sheaves were machined from solid steel pJate·s, 2 in:, in thickness,:
i~di~ accoldance; with m6de~n 'pnictice, as noted by ,Mr. Meals,(7),tM I~;~oves were,±;;'~'de h'o.in. in' diameter, 'and semi-circular to facilitate measu're-,:
in~nts~n~he' rope's.. A 4~in. hole was cut in. the cente~~£each shea've, ~nd::
~~re:fully machined 'so that the steel axle could be i'nserted easily 'by ha~d';
which~~~r:ed a snug fit. .' . " ""',' . .' .' .,'::
, It~ri~decided to place the. fou~, tensometers available, one ~t the top of:
• . , ,. ,~... . -:::."r' . .". '., •... '
the sheave,~one,at the 45° point,and,one at each tangent point, since a 'go9d~
average re'ading was required at the. latter point bec~use of, the high stress¢s:
~resent. Sever~l ideas were tried f~r holding th~ gauges in place ~nd;at the:
eame time, meetiI;lg the problems of shrinkage and' sliding' along the sheave:
~ue to ten~ion. As finallyarr::tnged .(see Fig. ,6), theappa;atus consisted or;
~wo slotted steel rings which were, ~lippedover .theaxle. on eithe~' '~i9-e of:
t~e sheave. To these ~ereattached short, stiffspriIlgs, and these, in turn,'.:
~~rried sman turnbuckles and wire 100Pl> of va'ryiilg lengtli. Small rods were,:
p'~ssed through the holes in the gauges; in the c'ase o{regular lay ropes,and'::
iillipp'ed th~ough these wire loops (Fig. 6). The gauges, ~erehe]d firmly in:,:
place, by tightening'the turnbuckles until there was 'an apprecia~le.tensj~; ':
ih the springs o'Ji eithe~ .side, and the,gauge was free to move slightly almig:~
the~h~aveast.herope'sfretched. Vario~s combi,nations of length <;If springs'!
andwir~;]o6p~-en~bled this" appa'ratus' to' be "used on ai,lf<;lur "sheave sizes.
'.
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For the Lang lay ropes the rig used was identical except that special
holders of welded construction had to be devised for keeping the gauges fixed
at an angle of 37 degrees. Although it was a rather delicate matter to set
up the gauges for a test, this apparatus gave consistently good results. In
some cases, the gauge could not be set directly at the tangent points, as 'no
strand came to the surface there, and in this case they were set on the
1<'10, 5.-TESTING RIG FOR WIRE ROPE!
SPECIMEN OVEn I8-INCH SHEAVE.
FIG, 6.-CLOSE-UP VIEW OF BENDING
SPECIMEN, SHOWING MEANS OF A'!"!'ACII'
ING TENSOMETEI<S,
next strand above the tangent point, the stretch causing them to pull down
slightly during the test.
On all the regular lay ropes, an attempt was made to evaluate the bending
stress by a plain bending test without tension. For this purpose an auxiliary
rig was devised, consisting of a steel plate bolted fast in a horizontal position to
a heavy table. In this plate were drilled holes into which steel pins could be
inserted to simulate sheave diameters of 50, 25, 18, 14, 12, 10, 81, and 7 in.
A space was left clear in the center to allow placing a pair of tensometers on
the rope,' one on the compression side and one on the tension side, and the
rope was bent over these diameters in succession by hand, while readings were
taken of the strains that occurred. This apparatus was inherently awkward,
and only by averaging a great number of results could any definite trends
be established. The rig Was not adapted for Lang lay ropes, as the attach-
ments necessary for holding the gauges in place would not fit in the space
allowed.
Single wire tests for determining the stress-strain curve were made on a
2000-lb, hand-power testing machine, with specimens a~out 15 iIi. long.
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DISOUSSION OF TEST DATA
The great mass of data taken d~ring'.these t~sis'does notper~itthe hiclu-
sion of all the 'test results. 'Accordingly, an attempt'h'as been made 'to follow
through the procedure in one particular'typical instahce, giving ali the results
and curves obtained; and to summarize the results in the 'form o(curves for
the remaining 'sets of ropes. Particular exceptions,~r variations fr~m the
typical results are noted,and in 'some clJ,ses illustrated. " ,.. ,_ ..
Tension Tests.-A typical set 6f cUFes was obtained in 'these tests oli
'Set No.2, a 1-in. 6 X 7 cast, regular lay, preformed rope. The strain'l'ead~
:ings 'on the rope as a whole, corrected f~r twist, have been 'plotted ip.Fig. ~
:for the seventh loading. Similar curves were plotted for each oft!;le' pre.:
:ceding loadings in which the load' was; carried to only,,35,000 Ib, and th~
:modulus of elasticity noted in each. case.! The first rope tested (SetN0.13)
:was arranged with three gauge lengths on each side. The center set showed
'values of the modulus abo~t 3% greater lthan those at either end, and;in the
. :belief that this center value was more truly representative, only o~e':,~air of
:gauge lines, located at the center of the s~ecimen, was used in all futu~~ tests~
. . , . }.-;,.
,
I
, .
~ ::I-::-..--+----I--,--:--+v-,.6-/'-+-----+--:.,..-+---+--:---'-..1-'-.:,.:..;:-'...-'--1__ -.. _-,..c..• _--l.j"
l J ';
o 351--_+_-_l__-+-I~'---'+---1----+-,....,.+----+'---+~---,-,-,j~ /~ 30 f-----'-+--+-.~+-----f---'---l---+-_+---+~--l--'--'---"Lj'~ f-E= 17140000 Ib persq in.
r51---+-/4---+f--------I---+----+--+---+--..,.+---'~.d~,.,
..J 201---f---1-_l__----jf------+---1-------+---j---j--_+--'---l
';' /
151---+I+-_-j-~+--"'--_+--l_-_+__ _l__--'-__+f--+----'-_l
101-----<1/4--'-+---+---+_-l----4---+---+f--------I----1
5/
55
50
!"t,'_'
2 . 6 8 10 . 12'
Strain in Ia-'Units
14' ".16,' ,18 r ,.20
FIG. 7.~SET No.2: LOAD STRAIN CURVE, OF ,l-INCU•. 6 X 7. CAST-
STEEL REGULAR J"AY, PREFORMED 'WUiE ROPE;' "SEVENTH
LOADING; NET AREA = 0.374 INCU'. .
f;
The reasons for the initial curvature of the load-str'ain curve;' .sh~~n
p.lainly in Fig. 7, are discussed by Messrs. Griffith and Bragg (6). Th.~ir,con-
~lusion is that at low loads the elongation, under stress is not, ~holi~ elastic,
. . '.' .'
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due. to the presence of initial curvature in the strands and wires from the
laying and a c~rtain "slack" or curvature in .the rope itself.
. Fig. 8 presents curves showing the rise in modulus of elasticity with
repeated loadings for all sets of ropes tested (see Table 2). The sharp initial
rise in all these cur~es after the first loading is due to the large initial consoli-
dation of the hemp center, and the compactipg of the wires and strands. It
will be noted that, in general, the 6 X 7 ropes (Sets .Nos. 1 to 4) ,show values
greater than the' 6 X 19 construction. Furthermore, the Lang lay ropes
(Sets Nos. 3, 4, 11, and 12) show Ii slightly higher modulus than the regular
lay ropes, and the preformed ropes (Sets Nos. 2, 4, 10, and 12) seem to ;run
higher than the non-preformed types. The one plo,w-steel specimen (Set
No. 13) had a slightly higher modulu's than its companion cast-steel rope.
111,-------r----r---....---,~--_,_-......___,
~set2
.D---!--,-<,-j--o-""]:r-Set 3;?-~I--------l---'T
161----l~:..-...--t-_-_+---_b-Set1_+ -1
" [;--Setl3
~ ~j;;;:!-~:::::;:::::+""':::i==~~~;;-'-=:'::~2
g I ----.:.jf/-1!~f::...-~~~-:::;~~~;;;;;;;;;;~=~ 14 r- . , - Set 10_1-__-1
r It/!j~ I ~~.
f21---+6J+-1f+'/-/I-~,..-t~~--t~-fI_~iSt-et-1l~~+----;
~ l' / ~
!!l 101----HlrJ'-.---I----t----i-==*--+---+---__l"3 ~ .. 4
:g ~ ~ ....
- ...."'\!! k--"~--:'"--
I
d /81---f-l----t---'---l----;=:-::':::-;;-::==::;:L;:-;;;;;--~__l
I ~n1f;~~'\.,AE~':imateIY 50%
/ .,---- Loaded to 14% of Ultimate Load
.. F.or Construction, See Table 2
60L-----l~-----.l4----L6----~81---....,11':-0--,.--..J12
Number of L!l8dings
FIG. S.-VARIATION IN MODULUS Oil' ELASTICITY Oil' WIRm ROploJ
. WITH REPEATED LOADINGS.
The 1-in., 6 X 19 cast; Lang lay, non.-preformed rope (Set No. 11) was
tested for seven loadings to' 10000 lb (14% of the ultimate load), with a
view to determining ~hether,the same increase in modulus occurred ,at work-
ing loads as at relatively high loads. The seventh loading was then contitiued
to 35000 lb, 'or 49% of the ultimate, which was repeated until the eleventh
loading, when the test was carried to destruction. Fig. 8 shows that ~t work-
ing loads a rise in modulus of elasticity does occur, but that the values are
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much :lower than when the load is' increased td about the proportional 'limit.
rhis is explained 'by' the fact that' at these' low loads the stress-strain curve
~as still conc~veupward. "The value selected as the modulus in such 'cases'w~~
th~ slope of the tangent' 'to the curve ,at thenia~imum 'load. 'In every
case, the slope was 'less than that found when the load' was further i':i:tcreased,
indic~ting quite definitely that the rope' had 'not yet, at'the low'loads, reached
a period of elastic behavior. "
, ,For the tension'test of Set No'. 2, -Fig; 9 shows the load-strain curves for
the average of :two indiv,idual wires" as 'shown>by the tensometers; for each
loading. On the first loading, both gauges ran off the 'scale early in the'test,
but succeeding loadings' show the wires to be taking stress ,in, a very uniform
manner. 'It is evident that,the first loading tends to redistribute and equalize
the stress in the several wires and further loadings bring the rope to an almost
perfectly ,elastic state as regards these stresses. The, fact that ,the curve
for th,e seventh loading breaks away at exactly 35000 lb is indicative that
the proportional limit of some' of, the ",ires had been passed o~ preceding
loadings, and that these had become slightly strairi-hardened and :t,he propor-
tional limit, raised accordingly.
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FiG. 9.-TEI('SION TEST; SET 'No.: 2;: LOAD-STRAiN CURVE~ 01" A SIilGLE WiRE; '6 'x 7 CAs'r·
STEEL, ,REGUL_~R LAY PREFORMED WIRE ROPE,
"The ~trains for the s,e~enth loading, (Fig. 9)' were, t~an,sformed into stresses
as e~piaineQ.' previously by use of a stress-strain curve for the single wire.
Fig, 10 shows the stress-strain relations for this particular size of wire, 0.105 in.
in dill;meter, cast steel. ,,', " '
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The results of thistransf6rmation are expressed in the form of a 'load-stress
curve; as 'sho-wn ,jy;' Fig. ll(a). It will be noted that up to the proportional'
lirriit' the curve ,follows very closely 200
the dotted line representing the load
divided by the net '~~ea of steel, which 180
is the cu~ve ----for' a homogeneous bar
of the same arell of cross-section. Be, 160
yond ,this poin't" there is a reverse
c~rve (although thi~ is not present i~ 140
every case). When extrapolated to a ,E
11
value of the load equal to the observed ~ 120
ultimate load on the rope, this reverse a
. . ~
curve shows a ~tress value of 219500 Ib -g 100
per sq in., which checkf) very closel.v S
the average single-wire' ~trength for ~ 80
this g,rade, namely, 219000 Ib'per sq in. j
As always, in extrapolating curves, '"
. w
there is a chance for error, but qs every
curve showed this ultimate stress to be
close, to 219000 Ib per sq in., ·these
load-~tr~s~ " curves . see~ to be well
establis,hed.
The curve in Fig. ll(a) is typical
of all those obtained on regular lay 0 2 ' 4 6 8
ropes. On Lang lay ~~pes, a d'ifferent Sirain in 1O-'Unlls
. FIG. lO.-.<\.VI<~nAGB STH.ESS-STllAI~ CnHVJ<;
kind of curve was obtained, as is 'illu~- FOR 'SINGLE. CAST-STEEl, WIl'''; S""r;[-
, MENS, I'TO 10; AVERAGE .AREA, 0:008,,44
trated by Fig. i1(b), for'1-in., 6 X 19 SQUARE INCH.
caEt-steel, Lang lay, p~e:formed rope. In this 'case the stress in the outer
wires 'is considenibly lessened, and' falls w:~ll belo~' the dotted line for
Toad divided' by net· area' for the' greater part of the test, bUt picks up
rapidly at the erid. In the;caseof Fi'g. ll(b), the stress below"the
proportional limi~, is ,0.. 803 times that givep. by the dotted line, ,,,,hiGh
maybe' assumed to be that for' the regular lay rope. Theoretically, "this
factor should be cos 37°, or 0.79,9, since the outer wires are inclined at '37°
to the axis of the rope. The a~erage, value of .this ratio for all' the Lang
lay' ropes: tested was 0.783, and this agreem~nt is within the limits of
experimental e~ror.: i . ,: , ' '
The difference in load-stress curves fo~ the t~n~ion tests of preformed and
noIi-prefotmed ropes is ,obscure9,; by the incidental variations of each test.
There seems to be :no appreciable· difference in' t,he stress conditions for·· the
two cases when loaded up tosev.en times, although some tendency for a quicker
equalizatipn of stress in the in~ividualwIres has been noted for the preformed
type. The 6 X 7 ropes' show a .less steep load-stress curve than' those of the
6 ~ 19 '~onstruction, indicating' the presence Of higher stresses, but this
increase is in inverse proportion to the net area of section; and the foregoing
fa~ts are modified only in ,thisproportio~. " ' .
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o
A summary of the untwisting. effect observed for every rope is presented in
Table 4.· The values given are in inches of circumferential twist in a 10-in.
gauge length, and the load to which each loading was taken is also recorded.
.
\ 1 .. .. '.1: . L.V> ~~ :. , Ulti~ateloa~ Ultimate Load~i.//....·~
/
I 1 // '11yl ..I
I / iI 'j/ ,I·I /I ,
~V I~ I:YL~
.ft, I~
fI .~I ,!J;I -. '<f.·Iii ....~I //Cjl
111 //~. ...'oJ//,
I / I'. \ I/.I I
I
(a) SET 2, 6X7, REGULAR LAY; /1 (b) SET 12, 6X25. LANG LAY;NET AREA=O.374 SQ IN. NET AREA=O.417 SQ IN.
1/ V'
I
:72
• 64
. 56
16
8
o
o 40 80 120 160 200 0 40 80
Stress in Thousands of Ib per sq in.
120 160 200 240
FIG. 11.-LoAD STRESS FOR TENSION TEST; 1-INCH. CAST-STEEL WIRE ROPE, PREFORMED.
Tl;lese values show the decr.ease in twist with repeated ~oadings and are useful
for purposes of comparison. The preformed ropes (Sets Nos. 2, 4, and 10)
in general show less twist than the non-preformed ropes, with the exception
of· .Set No. 10, which is about the same as Set No.9. The Lang lay ropes
~.A.BL~ 4.~INCHES OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL TWIST IN iO-INCH GAUGE ~ENGTH
i NU!dB!l~ o. LOADING
fli Seventh Eleventh
Sot No. -;l" .5"0 Q":'
.S 8. '" ~ -;l .- Q~ ~ ] -;l -;l ]~~ .. -;l 1l ";~m .S lB...... ~ -"-" ~ ~, .. ~]'Z E-<' Q a-ig~· 1;'l ~ ~d1i """-3w ~ _l:l§-;~8. - .. " ·~.S-!'l8.
~~ r:-:- . .~..2 E-<,.:r~:' '"'~-----I~- -----------------------.- ----
1. ............ 35 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.05 .... 60 0.10
2.... : ........ 35 004 O.Olr DOl 0.02 "'57.5 0.02 . ...
3............. 35 0.09 0.07f. 0.06 0.03 :'160 ~0.O9
·l·"4.. ............ 35 0.03 002, 0.02 .... 0.01' -'57.5 ~008 ....
9.... : ........ 35 0.08 0.05 0.06 1.65 0.12
10........... : . 40 0.15 0.07 0.08 !O:.O2 60 ~0.1311 .. :; .......... 10 0.03 0.02 0:02 0.02 0:02 )l0.03 0:07 o:i311 ....... : ..... .- 35 0:04 0:02 0.09 0.09 0.08 6512 ........... ;. 35 0.08 0.05 .... 65 . 0.06
13: .... : ....... 50 0.14 0.08 0.07 64 0.10
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(Sets Nos. 3, 4, 11, and 12) do not show any gr~ater untwisting than regular
lay .ropes; in .fact, Set No. 12 shows much less. twist than its companion speci-
men,.Set. No.10.:'It.must be remembered, however, that the.ends o£ these
specimens were totally fixed against rotation under load, by the frictional
forces acting on the heads o£ the testing machine. Ropes o£ 6 X 7 construc-
tion (Sets Nos. 1, :2, 3,' and 4) seem to untwist ab~ut as much as those o£
t;he 6 X 19· construction.
: Data on the shrinkage o£ wire ropes due to consolidation o£ the hemp
center are available for most o£ the specimens' tested. These data are assem-
bled in Table 5, th~ diameters being reco~ded' to·the nearest 0.01 in., and
,show that a rope will acquire a permanent decrease in diameter o£ 1,% to :2%
when loaded to 50% o£ its ultimate load, and that the total decrease at fracture'
is about 5 to 6%. of the original diameter. '
TABLE 5.-DECREASE IN DIAMETER (INCH~S) OF ROPES UNDER LOAD
DtnllNG FINAL LoADING ..
Set No.
1 .
2 .
3 · .
4 .
9 .
11 .
12......•...............•.
AverBIle oricinal
1.01
1.02
1.00
1.00
1.02
1.02
, 1.04
At beginning
of final toading
0.98
0.118
i:i>i
1.02
Load, in' pounds
60 000
57500 .
62500
60000
68000
65000
65000
.Diameter, in
!Dehes :
0.96
.0.97
0.95
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.99
Th'e efficiency 'of a wire rope in tension is its ultimate load divided by the
product o£ the net area by the ultimate strength.o£ the wire, the denominator
.being the theoretical maximum load that a homogeneous rod could attain.
Val~es of the ·efficiencies obtained in these tests are tabulated in the
"Summary". .
,Bending Tests.-Set No. 1 (Table 2), has been selected as typical of
the bending test results obtained. Observations were made of the s~rains
at the top of the sheave for the first, third, and fifth loadings, and of the
strains at the top, 45° point, and the two tangent points for the seventh load-
ing to destruction. The load"strain curves for these loadings of the specimen
b~nt over the 1S-in. sheave, are show~ in Fig. 12(a); very similar curves were
obtained over the other three sheave sizes. The friction effect on stress at
the top o£ 'the sheave is. well illustrated by the curves for the first, third, and
fifth loadings. A~ all the stresses are below the proportional limit, thesel,lre
also load-stress curves to another scale. Upon release o£ the load, the stress
at the top po.int remained constant until the friction load caused by stretching
the cable decreased to zero, and built up until slipping occurred along the
sheave in the 'reversedirectioD. Thus, this drop is a measure of twice the fric'-
tional force present. According to the foreg~ing reasoning, the values: of
strain at the tangent points sh9Uld follow back the original curve as the load
is removed, with no hysteresis, and this has. been found to be the case. On
practically everyone of the Lang lay ropes, an initial compression was'
observed on the first loading, which is evidently due to poor initial 'stress
distributioninheren.t in this type of construction.
The transfer oIstrain values to stress~s as' described:fdr' the tension 't~st
was made for 'the seventh loading of Fig. 12(a), giving the's'et or load:stress
curves shown' in Fig. 12(b). These curves show very' definitely that the maxi-
,.
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. FIG. 12,-,-SET. NO.1; B~JNDING.. TEST; a.Vlm' 18:INCll SHEAn;.-,
mUll? stress lies 'at the tangetlt point; where the rorje'me'ets "the sheave; and that
the stress decreases progressively up apd arou'ndthe siwllv;e, due to the iiIcreas~
ing frictional forces present, to a minimum value at the top. The coefficieilf
of friCtion of rope~n the sheave was determined' in' each .instance' by the
formula·:.... .. ..
Sg =eo.&7f/ : : :.~ :·.(13)
;,. l • "," ':!,' ...• '.',' .:. , .
'Sp
't.w~, val~e~~f the stress ratio. for each~hea~c size ~v~r~. tak~n. fro~ ti~e .'lo~~­
stress curves, 'one at the proportional' limit and one near the liltimate loa~;
in most cases these ~alu'es we're in reasonable agreement. The v~lU"es of' f 'f~r
alf forirsheav~ siz~~ ofea~h set were then a:~eraged,'~ith the restiitsshown 'inTabl~ 6. The average v~lues f6~ regular lay r'opes is about 0.14, arid fOf L;ang
laY·'rope~ the yahieis raised~ to cbs, due to the fact 'tl{at 'theinciined wir~s
on"the 'surface offe~ 'much, gr'eater resisi~nce to' slippag'e': than' the 'wire~ of
/egular!l~Y constrti~tion, w'hich. are ~~rallei tQ the di'rect,ion 'of m·6ti'0~. .,
In, eieven 'casE!s' out of the thirty-six bending tests, the load-stress' curve
fo~ the 45° point at thelo'\ver lo~ds fell. to the .left of th:e' cu'ive for the. top
ppix'J:t, i~dicating .~ 'lo~er '~t~e's's t~ be·pres~nt. it. se~iris lik~ly that 'the st~esses
~~ the top a'nd ai the 45° poi~t f~r low io~dsare~ot Ye~y different, .andthat
differences in the individual .~ires OTl which the gauges were' set .acc·ount
• ,,' • ".:', • --; i r.· ,,' ..
• "Applied Mechanles". by A. P. P,?orman, ,ill. Aln: Soc" C. 1<]" ~.ec~IJ,d! Edl,t,I,on )1~~2)"
p. 132.
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for this seeming inconsistency. It might be noted that in every case where
this occurred, the curves crossed and showed higher stress at the 45° point
before the gauges were removed from the rope prior to failure.
TABLE 6.-00EFFICIENT OF FRICTION
REGULAR LAY ROPES
Set No.(see TabJe 2):
1. .
2 .
9 .
10 .
13 ........•............
Average .
Coefficient,
f
0.146
0.156
0.101
0.149
0.133
0.137
L.~NO LAY ROPES
Set No.
(see Table 2):
3 .
4 .•.........•........
11 .•........•......•..
12 .....•..............
. .
Average .
Coefficient,
f
0.432
0.344
0.392
0.348
0.379
The Lang lay ropes showed load-strain and load-stress curves similar in
form to the specimens of regular lay ropes. These curves, as in the tension
test, lie to the left of the corresponding curves for regular lay rope, and show
I •
(a) NON-P1UJIl'ORMICD. (b) P1IBIl'OUMI>D.
FIG. l3.-TYPICAL FAILURES OF 'l'ENSION A'ND BENDING SPECIMENS.
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on a~ average 80% of the ,stress 'values" Again" the difference between stress
conditions in pref~rIll~d and nOn-pr~formed, ropes. ~a!!,not marked after
seven loadings, and the 6 X 7 ropes showed. stresses high,er than the ,6 X 19
ropes in inverse proportion to their' net areas. The plow-steel specime'ns
showed exactly similar 'effects, with' loads and stresse's 'raised in proportion
t~ the ultimate strengths of the single wires. '
The manner in which the bending specimens failed supports the observa-
tions drawn from the preceding curves that" the greatest stres!, occurs at the
tangent points. With a very few exceptions, all bending specini~ns failed at
one of the tangent points.,' The only exceptions were those that failed at
the socket,' which failure occurredfor only two'specimemi of Set,No. 12.' This
fact is demonstrated clearly in Fig. 13, which also illustrates the difference
in the type' of failure of preformed and non-preformed ropes. Fig. 13(a) shows
Set No.9, non-preformed, while Fig. 13(l!) shows Set No.2, prefo~med, after
fracture of each rope. The scatteri~g of the wire's in the non~preformed rope
and the relatively little disintegration of the preformed type, are distinctly
shown. This effect was noticeable in both the 6 x7 and the 6 X' Hi co~­
structions, although to a greate'r extent in'the"latter. Th'e decrease in strength
as the sheave size decreases, is demonstrated by the ultimate loads in Fig. 13.;
"., , All the ropes of 6 X 19:
construction f a i led,
gradually, s nap pin g'
wires being heard in·
the interior of the
specimen at loads con-'
siderably below theulti-
mate, in some cases as
much as 10 per 'cent.,
The 6 X 7, ropes, how- i
ever, contained 0 n I y
one core wire to a
strand, of quite large,
diameter, and ',these
ropes f a i led sudde.nly
with little or no #"iirn-
ing. In general,' two,
to four strands were
broken, and in only one
instance ware all six
strands of the rope'
broken simultaneously.'
,The striking simi·;
larity bet wee n the
curves for stress at the
240 tangent point over all
four sheave sizes and
l"IG. 1.4.-COMPOflITE LOAD STRESS CURVE FOR TENSION '
AND BENDING TESTS"SET No. 1. the· corresponding
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curve for {he tension test, led to the plotting of these values, for Set No. 1
on: thE! !1am~ co-ordinates" as shown, in Fig. 14. All the curves are seen.
to coincide within th'e range of experimental errors, and ,this' was found to
'be'the case for' all, th~ ~ope~ tested, although th~ agreement was not so'
perfect for t1J.e Lang, iay rop~s. This demonstrates, that tne, bending'
stress is not increased after the rope is. initially bent over the sheave, 'but
that thereafter the rope behaves exactly, as in a tension test. Bending over
Ii given sheave, therefore, is, equivalent to shifting the curve of Fig. :14
to the right by a 'constant amount, thus causing the curves to intersect the
vertical line representing their ultimate strength at successively lower
values of the load as the bending stress increases. This fact served as' II
basis for a graphical det'ermination of the' bending' stress, by extrapolating
the load-stress, curve to the breaking load and subtrac~ing the stress there
observed from the 'known ultimate strength of 219000 Ib per sq in.',
Although this method is admittedly crude, its accuracy in determining bend-
ing stress may be judged from the values recorded in the table on correlation
of bending stress :formulas, given in the "Summary". .'..
The shape of the load-stress curve in all cases is essentially. the same.
One would normally expect this to be a straight line for a homogeneous
material, but in a composite body, such as a wire rope, opport~nity is given
for some wires to yield more than others and thus to redistribute the stres!,es
i~ a strand. An eXIJlanation of the observed fact that beyond the proportional
limit the outer wires take more than their proportional share of the stress,
as shown by the breaking .away of the curves to the right of a straight line, is
found' in a t1J.eoretical analysis of stress distribution in a strand, presented
by Messrs. Griffith and Bragg (6). They showed that the stress in a wire
of agiven ring is. directly proportional to.cos· an, in which ,an is the angle of
. lay of the wires in the strand. Th~ r'atio of stress in the outer wire to stress
in the core wire,' therefore, should be' 0.899, below the proportional limit.
When th~ inner wire or wires reach this point, they begin to yield first, and
this ratio will rise, approaching u~ity as a maximum, until theoretically at
fracture 'th~ stress in ap wires should be equal. Actually, certain weaker
inner wires will, fail before this condition is. realized., This theory, is sup-
ported by the experimental observations that on 6 X 19 ropes snapping, wires
were invariably heard in the il).terior of the specimen at loads well .below
the ultimate.
, For illustration an exaggerated condition was choseIl' in ,which the strain
in the outer wire was assumed as 0.74 times the strain in the core wire.
Proper ,values of ,the stress were then selected from a typical wir~ ~tress-strain
diagram, and these were plotted agaiJ;lst percentage of total load, as shown
in Fig. 15, together with the average stress curve: which is a straight line,
as would, be expected. The similarity of the curve marked "Outer Wire" to
the observed load-stress qurves, is notable, and for comparison there has been
included on this plot the results of the tension test of the 1-in., 6 X 19 cast-
steel, regular lay, preformed specimen. It, is evident t1J.at thE! ,assumption
that the outer wire takes 74% o~ the stress in the core wire, below the
proportional limit, was none t90 extreme.
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The results of the plain bending test without tension, iIi' which:: the regul:h
lay ropes were' bent by harid over steel pins, are represented 'typically by'
Fig. 16, for 'i-in'., cast-steel,non-prefoi'med ropes of6 X' 7:ind 6 X:19 con-
struction: Each point is the average of two readings on each' of four ropes,
a total of eight readings. These curves ar'e interesting in that they show
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that the stress on both the tension and the compreSSIOn sides' of' the rop~"
increases nearly 'linearly with the ratio of rope 'diall)eterto sheave dialbeter
.at the root. 'Although in every case the compressive stress' exceeds the te~sile
stress" t~is is of little importance, as the addition, ~f direct stress in 'the for~
of a pull will decrease this stress and soon, bring these wires' into'tension as
welL When' thes{ strains are transformed into str'esses, imother value is'
obtained 'for' the bendirig stress, 'and the~e res~lts have also"been listed ;ih
tabular form in the "Summary". 'The values 'for the 6 X 7 ropes were ~l'iU:ch'
higher than thOse for 'the .6 X 19 cimstr~ctio~, and the method' 'broke: down
completely for these values. However, the trend is notable, and; as will be
shown subs~q~ently: the loss of st~ength of' 'il 'rope varies ' in 'exactly this
manner with the·ratio of rope diamet~r to sh~ave diameter.
, Asummary'is :presented in Fig: 17, of the: loss in strenfsth in' bending
plotted agai'nst the ratio of ;ope diameter to sheave diameter for' every se't
of rope~ tested. A Cl11;V~ presented by Mr. A. S. R~irden (l)for iestson fin:.
6 X 19 plow~steel; regular lay, non-preformed 'ropes, is" also included' with
the reciprocalbf his ordinate scale us:ed in this'case. It is believed :th~t by
inverting this ratio (thus converti'ng a hyperbolic curve int~ a' straight liriey.
the'curve may be fitted much m~re easily t~' a number of fair1y;err~ti'c points,
as the origin'is fixed' and' only one degree 'of f~eedom is ailowed in locating:
the curve. The curved relatiomhip shown for some: of the sets may v~ry weH
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be due to an inaccurhte value for the tension test, which affects all the points,
an:d is equivalent to shifting the curve up or down. Such a shift has, been
niade'in the case' of Set No. 11, where the tension specimen failed at the
socket ~t a lor;td' of 71 650 Ib, without developing its full strength.' This load
was so low as to indicate an actual increase in strength over the is-in. and
16..--------------,-~--__.----r_---_.__-~_r_."._---.......
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the 14-in. sheaves, and in view of the relationships amply demonstrated in the
other ropes, ·the value has been 'r~ised to 75000 Ib by shifting the straight line
to p~ss through the origIn, and the loss in strength computed on this basis.
The short' arrows on this plot serve·' merely to' identify each point with its
proper curve, and do not indicate that the point itself has been moved. .
It may readily be seen that the non-preformed ropes show a greater loss in
strength in every case than the preformed types. Similarly, in all but one
instance, the Lang lay ropes show less loss in strength thari their correspond-
ing.specimcm's of regularJay, due to the lower bending stresses present. There
seems t~ be'very little,difference between the results for the6 X 7 and 6 X19
constructions and for the cast and plow 'grades of steel, when the loss is con-
sidered on a percentage basis. Considerably more data are needed, howeyer,
before any definite conclusions can be reached on these P9ints.
.A third method used' in determining the bending stress in the tope is to
ctivide. the ioss' in strength by the product of net are'aand efficiency' in tension,
the denominator being the e~e~tive net area resistin~ bending. The results
are sho~n in the "Summary". .'
.Single-Wi~e Test Data..-A suminary of test data on the various speci-
mei!s'of singl'e wire tes'ted is given iriTable 7. On the basis of theseresult~,
an average ultiinate strength of cast 'steel used in these ropes was selected as
219000 ]bper Sel in., and.£o~ plow steel as 246500 1b per sq in. A ~iod~lus
of elasticity of 26 fiOO 000 ]b per sq in. was selected as characteristic of both
the cast-steel and p]ow~steel specimens. Fig. 10 is' an example of the ~verage
stre~s-strain ~elation for the ten samples 'of cast-steel wire' 0,105 in. in
. ,
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diam~ter.· As an example of the consistency of these data, for the. plow-steel.
specimens" all had ultimate strengths within 3.2% of the. average value,
where~s 95% had values of modulus of elasticity within 7% of .the average.
The cast steel showed similar consistency with minor except~on.s, notably _the
TABLE 7.-SINGLE-WIRE TEST DATA
Average Average - Propor-
Average propor- ultimate tionalNominal No. Average Average modulus of tion..r stren~b, limit
Set No wame- of diame- area, in elasticity. in limit, in in pqunds, + ultimatef~~h: speci- ter, in square poundsmens inches inches pounds per per' per . strengthsquare inch square (percent.square inch ages)
, inch
,
(a) WIRES USED IN 6 X7 CAiT-STEEL Wmm ROPES
3 ..·.........•... 1 0.105 \.10 1 0 .1043 \ 0.008544126900000 I 813001215400 I 37.7:~~;~~~:'.':::::: .~:~~~;.. ~~ ~:~~~~ ~:~~~~~~ ~~.~~~:~~~ ~~.~~~. ::~ :~~ __24_.~6_
(b) WIRES UeEO IN 6 XI9 CAST-STEEL WIRE ROPES
3............... 0.065 10 ' g:gg~~ 0.003308 26 820 000 91 000 221 600 41.13 ............... 0.068 10 0.003536 25 090 000 82800 212 600' 38,9
3~ ..... ,..•...... '•.. 0.073 10 0.0729 '0.004114, 26 830 000 83900 228 800 37.5
Average .....•.. . ......... 219 300 ,
Averafe. all cast-
atee specimens ;!6 910 000 78 600 218 700 35.9
(c) WIRES USED IN 6 X19 PLOW-STEEL. WIRlt ROPES
5 ................ 0.028 10 0.0283 0.000629 26'050'000 i07' 000 248 000 43:55 ............... 0.065 10 0.0641 0.003227 245 800
5 ................ 0.068 10 0.0678 0.003610 26 840 000 88700 250 600 '35.4
5 ................ 0.073 10 0.0734 0.004231 26 390 000 87 000 241 700 36.2
Average ...••... . .......... 246 500
Average, plow-
steel specimens .. 26 430000 94200 246 600 38.2
modulus values for the specimens 0.115 in. in diameter. Although the dia:m~
eters of all test specimens were measured to 0:0001 in., the nominal diameters
. were' used in computing net are'as in all further calculations, on the basis
that they represented an average condition of manufacture.
• ~ I •
SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS '
The most, significant' results of the tension tests on the various ~ire rope~
studied are contained in the plots for increase in the modulus of elasticity
of the rope as a whole with repeated loadings. I~' the past' a v~lue' of
12 000 000 'lb per sq in. has often been considered the maximum modulus that
a wire rope would attain, and this value has frequently been termed conserva··
tive when used in bending. stress formulas. From the data presented herein
it may, be noted that one excessive loading :UP to about 50% of the ~ltimate
load will raise the modulus frequently greater than 1400'0000 lb per sq in.,
and even with working loads as low as 14% of the ultimate, a .definite increase;
in modulus occurs, although it if! probable that the value wouid ~ever reach
as high a figure as when overloaded once. For running ropes, it is considered
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desirable to have a fairly low modulus, so that the rope can "give" and absorb
some of the shocks of sudden starting, whereas for stationary installations
the reverse is true. In the case of suspender cables and guy-work for. which
accurate lengths are needed, the value of several pre-stressings to a fairly
high load may be seen very plainly. This procedure has been followed in the
past, .andvalues for the modulus greater than 19000000 Ib per sq in. have
been obtained. on large' suspender cables for .suspension bridges.
Of equal-significance .,are the load-stress curves for both tension and
bending over sheaves. It has been shown that the bending stress is not
increased after the rope is once bent over a, sheav~. and that thereafter the
rope at the tangent point behaves as if it were in pure tension. The point
of maximum stress has been shown to be at the tangent point, falling off
to a minimum at the top of the sheave due to the frictional forces acting.
Probably the true point of maximum stress is just slightly above the tangent
point, since it takes. a short distance for the bending stresses to come into
action and the frictional loss is low at this point. The stress distribution
in the strand itself has been pointed out, and indications are that the inner
wires take considerably higher stresses than the outer wires at ordinary work-
ing loads. The beneficial effect of Lang lay rope in reducing stresses in the
wires both in tension and in bending is notable, the reduction being propor-
tional to the cosine of the a'ngle which the surface wires make with the axis
of the rope, in this case, 37 degrees. A disadvantage of this type of cable,.
however, lies in its greater tendency to kink and untwist, and the ends
should always be rigidly ii.xed against rotation.
None of the formulas dealing with wire ropes takes preforming into
account. It is significant that for the ropes tested the summary of ultimate
loads which follows shows that the preformed ropes are about 4% to 5%
weaker in straight tensi~n: due to the process of manufacture. However, they
are shown to develop less loss of strength due tq bending, in some instances
by quite appreciable amounts. The initial stress distribution among the
individual wires' of a preformed rope does not seem to be greatly improved
over a J;lon7preformed rope, but there is some tendency for re-adjustment
and equitlization of stress to. occur more quickly in a preformed specimen.
Th:e'modulus of elasticity of the:prefornied ropes s~emsto run slightly higher
than: that of the non-preformed types. The chief advantages to the use of
preformed ropes seems to be the case in handling, cutting, and splicing them,
the elimination ~f kinking to a large extent, and the manner in which they
tend to remain closed when several wires are broken rather than bristling with
jagged ends. '.,
The curves for loss of strength over sheaves are of .primary ,'importance,
and a new and simpler method of plotting these curves has been shown.. The
various features of these 'curves have been discussed previously, but it is
worth ~oting here that Mr. Rairden's (1) curve based on tests of i-in. wire
ropes does not agree with the results herein obtained, although a ratio. of
the diameters has been used. This leads to the speculation that possibly the
ratio of rope to sheave diameter may not be the proper one to use in such a
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plot, and indicates the need of further experimentation Oll ropes of different
diameters to discover whether results on one diameter can be transformed
to ·another-diameter by a simple ratio.
SUMMARY
Three tables ar'e presented to summarize the wire-rope test results and the'
formulas with which' they were compared. The first; Table 8, presents seven
bending-stress fo~inulas, and obServed values obtained in' most cases by 'three
TABLE 8.~SU:MMARY ',OF BENDING'-STRESS FORMULAS (ALL STRESSES' IN
THOUSANDS 'OF' POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH)
.. .. OOSERVED VALUES'
Set No; Equa- . E<jua- Equa- Equa- Equa- EqtJa- . Equa- From ; From"(see
. tion tion tion. tiOI~ tion tion tion Loss of load- . plainTable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (8) strenllth stre'S8 ' beridin~?;'2): , divIded curve at test
hy A. breaking ·(tensiok
'point values) :
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8). (9) (10) (11)
(a) 18-INCH SHEAVE
J. .... 104.58 139.01 ]25.01 83.34 68.02 85.66 IS.69 11.80 12.3 65.9
2 ... :. "154.58' 130.01 12.5.01 83.34 ·68.02 94.78 IS·.69 4.49 14:3' 82.1
3 ..... 154.58 130.01 125.01 83.34 68.02 92.57 14.94 9.00 . ...
4 .... : 154'58 139:01 12.5.01 !!3.34 68.02 81.79 14.94 8:29· 5.5 ....
0; .... 95.69 86.06 77.38 51.59 42.10 47.60 6.91 7.55 199 22.5
10 ..... [15.69 86.06 77.38 51. 59 . 42.10 48.99 6.91 4.52 20::1 28.2 .
11. .... \1.5.60 86.06 77.38 51.5\1 42.10 ,53.03 6.57 5.70* 2.1
12 ..... 05.60 86.06 77.38 51.59 42.10 5lUl7 6.,57 14'.78t 12.0t
'2i :713 ..... 95.69 86.06 77.38 51.59 42.10 52.20. 6.91 15.43
..
2.5.0
(b) 14-INCH SHEAVE
L::':' 198.75 178.73 160.73 107.15 87.45 108.50 10.87 15.57 15.8 .,81.8198.75 178.73 160.73 107.15 87.45 120.05 19.87 10:17 17.6 O~.6
3 ..... 198."75 .178.73 160.73 107.15 87.45 117 .25 18.92. 13.18 13.5 . ...
4·..... 108.75 178.73 160.73 107.15 87.45 103.60 18.92 8.96 7.0 . ...
0., ... 123.04 110.65 99:50 66.34 54.14 60.20 8.75 12.51 21.7 28.4.
10 ..... 123.04 110.65 . 99.50 66.:14 54.14 62.05 8.75 7.64 22.0. 36.2
11'.. : .. 123.04· . 110.65 99.50 66'.34 54'.14 67.17· ·S.32 8.18* 7.0 . ...
12 ..... 123.04 110.65 99.50 • 66.34 54.14 64.57 8.32 .4.80t 5.8t 27:i13. : ... . 123.04 110.65 99.50 66.34 54.14 ·66.13 . 8.75 17.19 33.5
(c) 10-INCH SHEAVE
,1 ... , . 278.25 250.22 225.02' 1'50:01 122.43 147.95 27.00 22:95 '22.2 ,104.2
2 ....... 278.25' 250.. 22 . 225.02 150.01 122.43 163.70 27.09 13.81 15.1 133.0
3 ..... 278.25· 250.22 225.02 150.01 122.43 159.89 25.80 17.05 15.0'. . ...
4.: ... 278.25 250:22 225.02 150:,01 122.43 141.27 25.80 14.64 15'.4 . ...
9 ..... 172.25 154.90 139.30 92.87 75.79' 82'.10 11.94 18.00 . 23.5· 38.4
0 ..... 172.25 154.90 139.30 92.87 75.79 84.62 11.94 14.81 35.6 50.4
1 ... :. 172.25 154.90 139.30 92.87 75.79 91.59 11.34 . 10.37* 10.8· . ...
2 ..... 172.25 154.90 139.30 92.87 75.79 88.05 11.34 8.99 10.0 35:7-3 ..... 172.25' 154.90 139.30 92.87 '75.79 90.17 11.94 19.54 29.8
'.(d) 7-INCH SHEAVE ,
I ..... 397.50 357.46 321.45 214.30 174.90 203.44 37.25 31.22 28'.2 . ...
2 ..... 397.50 357.46 . 321.45 214.30 .174.90 225.00 37.25 . 18.47 • 24.8 . . ...
3 ..... 397.50 357 .. 46 321.45
..
214.30 174.90 219.84 35.48 23.68 15.3 . ...
4.: ... 397.50 357.46 321.4.5 214.30 174:90 194.25 35.4S 21.32 23.3 ....
9 .... 246.07 221.28 198.99 132.66 '108.27 112.90 16.41 29.29 . ·31. I ·52.5
10 ..... 246.07 221.28 198.99 132.66 108.27 116.35 16.41 22.45 47.5 72.4
11 ..... 246.07 221. 28 198.99 132.66 108.27 125.94 15.59 17.89* 18.8 . ...
12 ...... 246.07 221.28 198.99 132.66 108.27 121.06 15.59 13.94 21.0 ....
13 .... '. 246.07 221.28 198.99 132.66 108.27 123.99 16.41 29.50 45.0. . 47.4
-- --
.*.On basis of ultImate load lll.tenSlOn of 75 000 lb. tFractured at socket.
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different methods, as explained previously. VaJues that are underlin,ed exceed
the :ultim'ate strength of the wire, even with no t.ensile load applied. The
second, Table 9, summarizes the observed values of ultimate load and efficiency
in tension as well as those predicted by the three formulas. The third,
Table. 10, presents similar predicted values of the ultimate load in bending
over each of the four 'sheave sizes by two formulas, and the observed valu.es
for. comparison.
TABLE' 9.-SUMMARY OF PREDlCT;D AND OBSERVED VALUES ~F ULTiMATE LOAD
IN TENSION'
.. .,
EQUATION EQUATION
Set No'.
(10) . (12) Observed Values,
. Equation load, in efficient(see, Table 2):
Load, in Efficient '(11) Load, In Efficient pounds (percentage)
pounds (percentage) pounds (percentage)
-
:
l.' .......... 68240 83.2 63 750* 65 530 79.9 68350 83.3
2 ........... 68240 83.2 63 750* 65 530 79.9 64750 78.9
3 ....... ·... : 68240 83.2 ...... 65 530 79.9 69 500 • 84.7
4 .......... '. 68240 83.2 63 '750 65 530 79.9 67400 82.29 ......... ,'. 77940 85.2 73 030 79.9 71 '900 78.6
10... : ........ 77 940' 85.2 63750 73 030 79.9 69800 76.3
11 ........... 77940 85.2 . ..... 73 030 79.9 71 650t '78.5t .
12 ........ : .. 77 940 85.2 ' ...... 73 030 79.9 72 000 78.7
13 ........... 8~ 600 85.2 75000 82 090 79.9 82 850 80.6
* Using C = 0.85 Illr 6 X19 east-steel ropes.
t Values should be 75 000 Ib and 82.1 % effioient as explained in test.
Which of the three observed values of bending stress is the most nearly
correct is a doubtful qu'estion. From the foregoing discussion, the limita-
tions of th!3 plain bendi'ngtest without tension anq the method of,extrapolating
the Joad-stress curve to the breaking', point are apparent, and the most logical
method seems to be the first one presented in Table 8 Column (9)-that of
, - . , . '
TABLE 10.-SmIMARY OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED VALUES OF ULTIMATE LOAD
IN BENDING OVER SHEAVES
EQUA:rION (9)*:' EQUATION (8): OBSERVED VALUES:
Set No.(see Sheave Diameter . Sheave Diameter, Sheave Diameter,
Table 2): in Inches: in Inches: in Inches:
18 14 10 7 18 14 10 7 18 14 10 7
------ -------- ----------
I. ...... :. 41630 34 520 22 220 4 940 62 480 60920 58 220 54 420 64 675 63 500 61 200 58 625
2 •.••••••• 36 740 29 290 16 400 Minus 58 880 57 320 54 620 50 820 63 425 61 750 60675 59 300
3 ......... 40 1.50 32330 18 820 Minus 63 910 62 420 59 850 56 230 66 650 65325 64 100 62 000
4 ......... 42 270 35 570 23 990 7FOO 61 810 60320 57 750 54'130 64 300 64050 61 925 59 425
9 ......... 56300 52 150 45000 34i1,900 69020 6tl 250 66 920 65 060 69 425 67 800, 66000 62300
10•.. ~ •..•. 54 600 50400 43 ·200 33;000 66920 66 150 64 820 62 960 68 350· 67 350 65.050 62 600
11 •••...... 56 92052 080 43 72031 960 72 26071 53070 27068 500 73 050 72 200 71 '45068 875
12•.•.....• 55 240 50 780 43 070 32 240 69 260 68 530 67 270 65 500 67 150t 70 425t 69 050 67 425
13 ......... 66 10061 40053 200.41e700 79 97079 20077 87076 DID 77 600 77000 76 20072 800
* I . hi h . E, d
nwc8=D+d;
t Fractured at socket.
dividing the loss of' strength by the product of net are~ and efficiency in
tension. Either on this basi~ or by striking an average of all three methods.
one must exclude all the formulas except' Equation (8) as giVIng values too
c;lonservativ!3 for use ..on stationary ropes. Although Equation (8) 'frequ:ently
does npt come very close to the observed val:ues, in ~iew of the doubt as to
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the accuracy of these l~tter values, the discrepancy is not nearly as large
as for any of the other formulas, and Equation (8), although unwieldy, gives
results mo~t comparable with the test 'data.
, For the tension' test predictions (Table 9), Equation (11) is admittedly
based on minimum'values, which are low. Equation (10) gives values that
are in most cases slightly too high, whereas Equation (12) fits the test data
very well on the average. According to this latter formula, all the 'ropes
teste,d should show efficiencies of 79.9%, whereas the average for the seven
ropes was 80.6 per cent. One factor, 'however, which the equation' does not
take' into account is the slight loss 'of strength due to preforming.
Ultimate loads in bendinK could be predicted for any of the formulas
listed in Table 8, but the last two only have been selected as'giving possibly
reasonable: values. ,Mr. Meals, states (1) that for his formula (a modification
of Mr. LefRer's form~la), the error'is ~ maximum for the lower ratios of D.
, ,,' " a..,
This statement is fully confirmed and values of ultimate' load over' the 7-in.
sheave' are far too low,in two cases even being'a minus quantity. For large-
sized sheaves asrecom)TIendedin moderp. practice, Equation (10) tends to,
approach the <;>bserved values, but is consistently conservative. Equation (12),
from which the expression for bending stress was derived, might be expected
to' give equally good predictions for .strength, and observation will disclose
that predictions based on this formula vary from the observed values in no
ca~e by more than 14%, in this case on the safe side. The average error
on the u~safe side in only 2.5% and on the safe side, 4,5 per cent., ,
It should' be remarked that all the formulas that have been found' herein
to vary 'from' the observed data,have var'ied on the safe' side, and that those
~hich best fit the data va~y sometimes on the safe side, btitalmost as often
on the, unsafe side, although the.percentage error is v,ery small in comparison
with all the other' formulas. Undoubtedly, velocity and' reverse bending
affect the ult~mate load and the bending stress adversely, and until ,more
tests are made of wire' rope in motion' under' load, it is preferable on such
installations to err on the safe side in stress computations.
,,OONCLUSIONS
From a study of' the data obtained in this investigation, the following
conClusions have been drawn, applying to stationary wire ropes with hemp
.centers in tension and in bending over sheaves:
(1) The ,modulus of elasticity of a rope asa whole was increased about
50% by one loading to 50%, of the ultimate load, and 'continued to ~ise slowly
upon further repetitions of the load. Even for ordinary working loads such
a rise took place, but the values for modulus were only from 60 to 70% of
the values when overloaded by pre-stressing.
(2) For tension tests of regular lay ropes below the proportional limit
of the wire~, the stress in the outer wires coincided very closely with that
obtained by dividing' the load by the net area 01 cross-section.
(3) The' variation in stress with load for ropes bent over sheaves was
exactly 'th~ sa~e as' for 'the same ropes in tension, except that :it. definite
,\
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bending stress; the magnitude of which depended on the sheave size, was
added at the'time of bending, and this did not:vary as the load increased.
(4) The maximum stress in a wire rope bent over a sheave 'occiurred at or
immediately above the point of tangency' to the f:?heave, and the rope might
be expected to fracture at this point. The minimum stress in the rope
occurred at the top of the sheave:
, (5) Initial fracture in ropes of 6 X 19 construction, and probably also
in the case of those of 6 X 'l construction occurred in the interior wires of
the st~ands, the stre~s in the core wire being aiways greater than that in the
outer wires up to the point of initial fracture.
(6) The percentage loss of strength of a rope bent over a sheave varied
linearly with the ratio of rope diameter to sheave diameter at the root.
(7) The coefficient of friction of a regular lay rope on a steel sheave was
roughly 0.14, and of a Lang lay rope, roughly, 0.38.
- (8) The stresses in the outer wires of a Lang lay rope were reduced in pro-
portion to the cosine of the angle of inclination with the axis of the rope, a
reduction of very nearly 20% for ordinary construction.
(9) _A preformed rope showed less loss of strength in bending over sheaves,
but also about 5% lower tensile strength and efficiency than a non-preformed
rope.
(10) The most satisfactory formulas found for the prediction of bending
stress, tensile 'strength, and loss of strength due to bending, were those
presented by Mr. Carstarphen (1).
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APPENDIX I'
NOTATION
The symbols used in this paper are defined as follows:
a = angle that a, helical wire makes with the axis of the strand;
a, = Angle a of the wires in the ith layer; an= angle of
lay of Wire ,No. n;
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,b = angle that a strand 'makes with the. axis of the rope,;
d = <iiameter of a wire in a rope; d,. = diameter of. a. wire rope ;,
e = base of N aperian logarithms;' . .
f = coefficient of friction;
g '- a subscript denoting "at 'the point 'of tangency"; \ ' ,
~ = a subscript denoting,the ith layer' of strands· iIi a rope;
1 a subscript denoting "layers"; ,
n number;: n8 =. number of strands in a rope; nw = ·number of
wires ina given diameter in the ith layer; nl ~ n~iriber
of layers .of wires in il.' strand; as a' subscript, ndenotes
"immber" ;' " , :. .
p = a subscript denoting "at the top";
r radius of a wire in a rope; r8 = radius' from the center of the
strand to the center of the wire in question; rr··= radius
from the center of a 'wire rope to the ·center wire of" it strand;
as a subscript; r denotes "rope";
:; unit bending stress;, 'as a subscript, s denotes "strand";
t· ultimate .unit tensile strength of a wire; as a subscript,
~; denotes "tension";
w a subscript denoting "wire";
A area of a wire rope;, .
o .,.... a constant representjng a relation ·between the total tension on
a wire rope, and its diameter, for various constructions; .
D diameter of sheave;
E '='modulus of elasticity of 'a wire in a rope; E,. modulus of
elasticity of a wire rope;
. G modulus of rigidity in a rope = E(l+- jL);
,2
P loss of strength in' a wire due to bending;
R radius ofa sheave = ! (D + d,.);,
S ultimate strength of a wire rope in bending; Si =;: strength of,
a wirein the ith layer;·St = strength of a wire rope in ten-
sion; B w = ultimate strength of a wire; ,. . .
a angle' between the perpendicular to the axis of a rope' and the
tangeiit to the center line of a wire;' .
II = .efficiency of- a rope in plain tension;
jL Poisson';:; ratio. .
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01 SC USSI ON
C. D. MEALS: Assoc. M. AM. Soc. C. E. (by'letter).-Another "link in
the chain" has been wrought by Mr. Stewart in his splendid paper pertaining
to ,the strength of stationary wire ropes looped over sheaves. Of the bending
strl?SS formulas, Equations (1) to (7) inclusive, ,it play be not~d,;1;hat Chap-
man's (5)" formula antedated Hardesty's (2)" formula; .the forJ;Iler, was pub-
l~shed in, 1908 and the latter, in .1918 ; consequently, it should not be implied
that Chapm'an ,modifledEquation (3). ',:, " ' ' ',' '
, Equation' (5) was deveioped 'by Josef Hrabak" 'and p'ubllshed in 1902.
Hrabak's writings on the subjeCt are f~equently ign~red, anq. yet he:pr~sented
the 'first logical theory on the subject ~s compared to the Reulea-h formula
in vo~ein 1902. Ho:we's formula, Equation (6); was first' published in 1907,
altho,ugh credit is generally given to his 1918 paper (2)": ThEi year's 1902 to
19i8 saw' the publication of' many formulas for the' calculation ~f bending
stresses' in 'operating wire ropes; imd there may have been 'some justification
for the consideration given 'the subject, as ropes did break before being worn
appreciably, which was considered as indicative of abnormal be~ding stresses.
With the present knowledge of designing 'wire ropes, it is appreciated that
improper proportioning of the wires lead to their premature breaking. If
less time had been spent on bendi~g stress theories and more time devoted
to the engineering design of the rope, the troubles experienced would have
been greatly eliminated.
In discussing bending stresses in wire rope, the author of an article'
published in 1930, noted, that "the intensity of stress due to bending varies
inversely as the radius of curvature; consideration of this fundamental fact
leads to the conclusion that the wires in contact with the sheave or drUID, i e., ,
those bent to the least radius of curvature, are subjected to the greatest
bending stress." An extensive experience in testing moving wire ropes, under
load, over one sheave and under another sheave, subjecting the rope to a
reverse bending, has verified the foregoing statement.
In a discussion of Le:fller's paper (3)", the writer noted that "the maxi-
mum bending stress [in·an operating wire rope] is not necessarily in the
outer wires of the strand farthermost from the axis of the rope." With some
types of wire ropes and under certain conditions of loading and operation,
however, the outer wires of the strand break next to the manila center of
the rope where they are not susceptible to inspection.
For the determination of the strength of a wire rope bent over a sheave
and subject to a static load, in a recent paper", the writer modified Equa-
• Wire Rope Engr., The B. Greening Wire Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., Canada.
• "Die Drahtselle", by Josef Hrabak.
T "Instructions for the Design of Wire Rope Installations", U. l'I. Navy Dept., Bureau
of 'Construction and Repair, Tecknical BUlletin No.1. p. 30.
• "lIl:aln Cables and Suspenders for Suspension Bridges". by C. D. Meals. Assoc. Y.
Am. Soc. C. E.,Journal, Eng. Inst. of Canada, August, 1934.
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tion (9) as follows,
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S le, A E {t'- DE~Da., } (If)
in which le, is a correction factor with the following values:
D
.a., , .
3',":" '.. :, i.l50
4, .. " ' 1.135
5 1.120
6 1.105
7 1.095
D, "
. d., kt
8 : ..1.080
10 1.055
12 1.03
14' 1.00
l
•
and E r is the modulus of elasticity of the rope as manufactured and as deter-
mined by the first; run loading on it, the load not to exceed 30% of the strength
of the rope. '
The use of Equation (14) will increase the values given in Table 10,
under the headin:g,. "Equation, (9)", and using the first-run modulus .values
given iIi lj'ig. 8. The, changes in tabular values are given separately in
TABLE 11.-STRENGTHS OF ROPES BENT OVER SHEAVES
EC;UATioN (14)
Set No. SHEAVE DIAMETERS, IN INCHES
,~::::::::::::::::::::::::
3 .
4 .
9 .
10.,..........••........•...
11 .•...•••.•..•...•...•....
12...•.•.•••.••............
13.............•...••.......
53 600
47 600'
50 200
51 700
66 600
66 600
65700
66300
U 400
14 ~o
49 800 45600
42 200 ' , 34 800
45500 39 450
47400 42 200
63 700 61 900
63 700 61 900
62 500 60 100
63 300 61 200
70800 68400
37 200
21 700
28450
32300
56 400
56 400
53 800
55 500
61 700
Table 11. These values show an appreciable advance compared with the data
give~ in Table 10 for Equation (9); if the loadings on the ropes had not been
so abnormally high, lower first-run moduli would have resulted, with a
corresponding increase in the values of Table 11. ' . ' .
It should be' appreciated that Equation (14) is only a~ 'approximation, and
yet it gives values quite closely in accord with the results of Skillman's (9)'
and Rairden's (1)' series of tests and also with the test results of many
6 X 19' arid 6 ·x '37, steel-center, s~spender ropes as used on recent suspension
bridges; although, as indicated previously, it is not in as close agreement with
Mr. Stewart's 'test results. I
. F6r 6 X 19 ropes with manila centers, the efficie~cies of the ropes reported
by Mr. Stewart are higher than those of Skillman's (9)8 tests for 6 X 19
Warrington piow-steel'ropes and of Rairden's (1)8 tests of 6 X 19 filler-wire'
improved' plow~steel ropes, and it appears from a comparison of these three.
series of tests that the efficiencies may vary for the different types and grades
of 6 X 19 ropes and even for ropes of the same type as inadeby the different
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manufacturers; consequently, too much reliance must not be placed. qn any
particular formula until- more tests are conducted to verify their accuracy,
aithough no brief is bei~g held for Equation (14) as the 'writcr appreciates
its limitations. .
Equation (10) hils been used for a number; of years to deternii~e'th~ t
strengths' of special wire ropes and has found to be more accurate than is
indicated in Table 9. To verify this statement, tests were made of *-in. and
1-in. ropes with manila centers, the data pertaining to the ropes being noted
in Table 12.' ~nd the results of these tests in TaPle i3.· ..
TABLE 12..-:-J!ESCRIPTION OF' *-INCH :AND 1-INCH .WIRE J;tOPES
Metallic ANGLES
Set No. De.,cription of ropes area, in
equare
inches a .. a• .b
14 ..... 1-m.. 6 X 7 Lang lay plow-steel. non-preformed 0.31975 14° 15' 12° 13' . 15° 13"15 ..... I-in., 6X9filler-wire regular lay cast-steel, non-
0preformed .............................. 0.41268 17° 28' : 14° 4' '18° 50'16 ..... I-in.. 6 X 19 filler-wire r6l!ular lay plow-steel.
non-preformed .. ; ........................ 0.41268 17° 28' 140 4' 18°'50' '17 ...... I-in., 6 X 19 filler-wire regular lay plow-llteel.
'13° '28'preformed .............................. 0.41268 16° 44' '190 10'
The rope8 were tested by the Ontario' Department of Mines, in Toronto,
Ont., O,ana.9R, and the individual wires of the ropes were. che~k-tested by the
Steel Company of Canada, Limited, at Hamilton, Onto It will be seen from
Table 13 that Equation (10) does agree quite closely with test values, and it
is difficult to reconcile ;these efficiencies with those noted by Yr. Stewart in
Table 9. • .
TABLE 13.-AcTUAL AND' CALCULATED BREAKING STRENGTHS 'AND EFE:'ICIENCIES
OF WIRE ROPES
,
ACTUAL TESTA EQUATIOt>/ (10) EQUATION (12) . EQUATION (16)
Set No. L<;>ad, Efficiency Load, Efficiency L?ad,. Efficiency L?a(1. Efficie;'cy
lD' (per- in. . (per· lD .(per- In .. (per•.
pound. centage) pounds centagp.) pounds centage) pounds centage)
14..... 66 '050 90.2 65 300 89.1 63750 87.1 65000 88.815 ..... 67 285 85.6 67 500 . '86.0 63 300 80.6 . 66 000 84.0'16 ......
·83.425 .85.4 83 700 85.7 7S 800 '. 80.6 82 000 84.017 ..... 81 225 . 85:9 81 900 86.6 76 600 81.0 79 600' '84:2
..
-
One criticism of Equ!ltion (12) is. that it does not take i~to con~id~ration'
the. difference in the angles of lay of'the .v'm:io11s wires in, a st~and.. For
example, it will give the same efficiency for a6 X 19 two-operatio:n. strand,;a
strand having 12 wires laid over 7, as for a 6 .X 19 one-operation strand rope
as a filler-wire construction; and yet it must be obvious that t~e efficiency of
•the· latter is greater than that of the former. construction. .~quatiop. .(lq)
makes this differentiation, whereas Equation' (12) does. not; also" the .latter
part of Equation (10) will give the breaking strength ?f the indivi4ualstran.ds
of the rope: quite a~curately,' '. .
.~
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)
Equation (12) may be modified to take into consideration the varying
lays of wires in the strand by taking aas the average angle of lay of all the
wires. in the strand, or aa =:::s :a, which, for a 19-filler wire strand, becomes,
alJ= 6a1 +6a,+12aa ; (15)
25
and, accordingly, Equation' (12) may be written:
S = A SlO cos (aa + b) (16)
Values in accordance with Equation (16) are noted in Table 13.
It is regrettable that certain pitfalls were not avoided in Mr. Stewart's
tests inasmuch as they detract somewhat from the value of the paper.
Among others, four may be noted, as follows: (a) Loadings at 49% of the
rope strength for the determination of the modulus of elasticity values; (b) a
decidedly short gauge length of 10 in. for the measiJ.rement of the stretch
of the rope under load; (c) the use of fixed clamps on the rope; and (d) the
adoption of ropes with manila centers.
(a).-Loadings at 49% of the Rope Strength jor the Determination of the
Modulus of Elasticity Values.-Most certainly this is an abnormally high
loading and not representative of any engineering or commercial practice per-
taining to wire rope; lower' loadings are more in keeping with actual practice
and would result in lower modulus values. Such abnormally high loads result
in a permanent breaking down of the structure of the manila center, nicking of
strand against strand, and a high modulus value that is unreal in so far as
standard practice is concerned. .
(b).-A Decidedly Short Gauge Length of lO.Inches for the Measurement
of the Stretch of the Rope Under Load.-It has been general practice in
modulus tests of wire ropes, -to use a gauge' length as long as possible; Skill·
man (9)8 used a gauge length of 50 in" and for most of the suspender ropes as
used on the large suspension bridges built in recent years, the gauge length
has been 80 in. The merit of the longer gauge length is that any irregularities
or errors in measurements or in the behavior of the rope are not proportion-
ately of much c.onsequence as they must be in the shorter gauge lengths;
those experienced in such testing will appreciate· this point..
(c).-The Use of Fixed Clamps on the Rope.-Special swivel clamps have
been used that are free to swivel or rotate, and, consequently, to eliminate any
t~isting of the measuring apparatus due to the untwisting of the rope.
(d).-The Adoption of Ropes with Manila Centers.-:-That such ropes are
used to avoid confusio~ in the mathematical analyses is appreciated, but they
are not as typical as those with an independent wire-rope center (IWRC),;
") particularly for the consideration of the loss in strength due to bending, a~
this applies to suspender ropes for suspension bridges and such ropes ,are
always made with an independent wire rope cellter.
It. is a .fact fairly well k.nown to wire-rope engineers, that the tensile
~~reJ;\~p's 0,£ ~)J;efor¥J~q wi~e ro~es ar~ froW 3 tr,> 5~ lowe~ tha~. th~ stre~~t~~
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of n~n-preformed' r.opes, . but sales policies have. convenie~tly ."glossed over"
this fact. For the preforming of Lang lay wire ropes, the use' 0"£ quills as <.
described by Mr; Stewart is not necessary, as the roller head shown in Fig..4
may be used; in fact, roller heads only are used in the making of all types
and diameters of preformed Lang lay wire ropes by the writer's Oompany.
Relative to the coefficients of friction given in Table 6, it is presumed
that these are for ropes that were dry-that is, devoid of any he"avy lubricant.
Mr. William Hewitt published data· pertaining to this subject in 1905, and
it may be interesting to compare his values ~ith those of the author.
That the bending stress in a Lang lay rope is approximat()ly 20%
less than that' in a regular lay 'rope verifies a statement that the writer'O made
in 1928 rega,rding such ropes. . .
Mr. Stewart sh~ws ~he same confusion as did 0arsta;phen ani Rairden in
the paper cited (1)" in considering that the loss of strength of a stationary
wire rope looped oyer a, sheave is the same as the' bending stress in a mov-
ing wire rope operating over a sheave; the former is more susceptible of
mathematical analyses than the latter. Reasons and examples were cited by
the writer in his discussion of Oarstarphen's paper (1)" to indicate "that the
latter was .not susceptible'to such an analysis and surely not to the extent
that a "prediction of' the bending' stress" could be satisfa~torily assured, as
noted in Oonclusion (10) of th~ paper.. It would be, a boon to the wire-rope
users as well as to the manufacturers if such a prediction was possible. '
G. P. BOOMSLITER," :M. AM. Soc. O. E. (by letter).-In calling attention
to the increase in the modulus of elasticity of a wire rope under successive
applications of load, Mr. Stewart has rendered a valuable service. A value
of E of 18000 000 lb per sq in. is not too great. As the author has shown,
this value 'is perhaps high fqr repetitions of load under the proportional limit
but, at some time. o~other during their period of use, m'ost hoisting ropes
are stressed beyond" the calculated }oad. The writer is reminded 01 t,,:o such
cases in his brief experience with wire ropes. .
In one case a mine cage was customarily left all night at the botto~ of a
250-ft shaft down which came the fresh air draft to a mine.. One cold night
the cage froze fast to the floor. It was finally pulled loose by stressing the'
hoisting rope, but the rope was 8 ft 10:;1ger after pul,ling it' loose than it was
before.. In another case, the .circuit, breaJ--er on a hoist went out as a load
of coal was being lifted in a shaft. A telemeter attached to' the hoisting rope
immediately above the cage showed that the action of the safety devices .in
stopping the cage caused stresses which'were 2.29 times the dead load stresses.
Many other conditions result in occaSIonal applications of high stress to a
rope so that after a short period of service its modulus of elasticity has been
increased beyond. that of a ne,~' rope. Indeed, calculations made in the tele-
meter test refer~ed to, indicated a modulus of elasticity for the rope there
te~ted of between 19 000 000 and 20000000 lb per sq in.
• "Elements of Machine Design", b'y O. A. Leutwiler.
,. "Aerial Tramways", by F. S. Carstarphen, M.· Am. Soc. C. E .. Transactions. Am.
Soc. C. E., Vol. 92 (1928), p. 964. .
11 Prof. of Mechanics, West Virginia Dnlv., Morgan to'wn , W. Va.
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) Mr. Stewart deserves congratulations for his clever m.ethod of attaching
the tensometers to his wire rope when it was bent about·a sheave. He has
pointed the way for further investigations of bending stress in wire rope.
_However, the results of 'bending tests suc'h as those of this paper are likely
to be misleading. Undoubtedly, they determine the stresses 'due to bending a
wire rope about a thimble, or in a stationary rope bent over a sheave while in
an unstressed condition, since there is no constraint as the wires adjust
themselves to the curved position about the sheave, but a heavily loaded rope
running over a sheave will have other stresses which the author has not con-
sidered. These stresses are due to the frictional resistance to sliding of the
wires upon each other when the loaded straight rope bends about the sheave.
To illustrate, consider an axial load 'of 30000 lb on one of Mr. Stewart's 1-in.
ropes of reguiar lay as it passes over a sheave. Each strand of 19 wires will
be assumed to take one-sixth of the load, or 5 000 lb.
The lay length of the strand will be taken as 93 d and d as d,., in which
15
dr = the diameter of the rope; and d the diameter of the individual wires.
The lay 'length will the~ be ~, or 6.2 in. and the length of haIfa lay will
15
be 3.1 in. The lay angle is 18 0 39'. The component of stress in a strand
normal to the axis is 5 000 tan 18 0 39" = 1 688 lb. .
LefFig. 18(b) represent a half lay length of the strand. Fig. 18(a) shows
the components of the stresses at the two ends of the length which are normal
to the strand length. These components are held in equilibrium by. pressures
of .the other strands, assumed normal to the strand in question. ' By analogy
with the .pressuresand tensions in a cylindrical vessel, the total lateral
pressure in a length of a half lay will be 2 X 1688 = 3375 lb. Now, assume
that the lower end of this length is in contact with the sheave. The upper
end will be at the outside of the rope. The part in contact with the sheave
will shorten and the part at the outside of the rope will lengthen. This is·
!--------Length of Half Lay = 9: X~ +1
FIG. 18.
done by the slipping of the strand on its neighbors, but this slipping will
be done against a friction. Assuming a coefficient of frictioit of 0.15, the,
frictional force set up to oppose this motion in a half lay length will be 506 lb:
This force will' be a measure' of the difference between the stress in this
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strand. at contact :vith the sheave and at the outside,of t~e rope. Note. that (
this is 10.3% of the axial stress in the strand.
If then:ormal length of the rope is maintained at its line of contact with
the sheave, all this frictional restraint (506 Ib), will measure the increase in
strand tension· at the outside of the rope. 'If there is slip on the sheave the-
normal length of the rope is maintained along a line somewhere between
the sheave and the outside of the rope. Assuming that this line coincides
with the rope center, the stress at. the inside is decreased and that at the out-
side increased, each by one-half the frictional restraint, or 253 lb. The, area'
of the wire in one strand, as taken from Table 3 of the paper, would be ,0.0694
sq in. The unit stress due to direct load would be 72000 Ib per sq in., and
the frictional bending stress according to the first assumption would be 7 490 Ib
per sq in., and 3745 Ib per sq in., according to the second. These stresses,
of course, are in addition to the stresses due to flexural beJiding. They would
be independent of the ratio of the sheave diameter to the rope diameter. The
formula' expressing this stress would be:,
8f'= 2811 tan ex f (17)
in which 811 is the axial unit .stress in the.rope; ex is the angle of lay; and f is '
the coefficient of friction between strands. Since the same condition exists
between the wires in a strand, Equation (17) is .decidedly approximate and
is given simply to indicate the effect of frictional resistance on slidin~. The
coefficient of friction is also assumed. Only further tests will indicate what it
actually is, but the writer -is firmly of the opinion that tests such as those pre:
sented by Mr. Stewart are likely to be misleading if assumed for a heavily
stressed rope passing over a: sheave. If a rope were rusted so that it could ·not
slip, it would bend as a unit, of course, and Equation (7) would be a proper
formula for bending stress. If it were so well'lubricated that the friction
was that of an oil layer on oil, this stress could be neglected. It is very doubt-
ful whether this lust condition would exist in a rope under heavy ~ervice. It
is more likely that neglect would make rmore than 0.15.
INOVALD E. MADSEN," JUN. AM. Soc. C. E. (by letter).-The assumption
is made in this paper that the loss of strength of wire ropes over sheaves is
practically all due to bending stresses, and thus may be evaluated by' some
bending stress formula. The writer beli~ves that this assumption is not entirely.
justified, because all bending stress 'formulas are based on elastic conditions,
qnd; consequently, cannot apply. with any accuracy above the elastic limit, and
~ertainly not at the breaking loads. Most of the usual stress theories, apparently,
give absurd stresses for the breaking loads, and, consequently, have been dis-
paraged as not picturing true conditions. However, these theories actually
may not be so far wrong within the elastic limit. This would seem to be
borne out by the breaking of ropes in service under comparatively low loads,
because the bending of the rope over sheaves causes stresses far above the
fatigue limit,and it takes a relatively 'small number of repetitions of load
'to cause some of the 'Yires to break.
.. Apprentice Engr., M. of W., P. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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)
The same conditions are present in the usual .structural research problems.
In order to determine the stresses in a structure, experimentally, the strains
lire measured and multiplied by the modulus of elasticity of the material
(usually 30000000 lb per sq in. for steel). However, if the material has
exceeded its yield point, large strain.s are present, and if the method is
then applied, calculated stresses result which are far gTeater than the break-
ing stress for the material. Analogously, the same thing occurs when the
stress theories for bending in wire rope, are extrapolated to the breaking loads.
Actually, when a wire is bent over a sheave, large bending .stresses occur
at first; but as soon as the yield point of the wire is reached the wire yields,
resulting in a r6"adjustment of stress. Since practically all the wires used
in cables have no definite yield point, this is a gTadual process.
There are several other causes that will weaken a rope when tested over a
sheave. One of the most important is the nicking effect which occurs between
the outside wires of the strand.s. As the strands are wrapped around the
center core, the outside wires of the strands bear on each other, and since
these individual wires cross each other at a fairly sharp angle on the inside
FIG. 19.-VIEW SHOWING !\ICKS IN WIRE ROPE.
of the strand, they nick each other as the rope compresses under load. These
nicks reduce the cross-sectional area of the individual wires, and, conse-
quently, weaken the wire. When a rope is bent over a sheave, the nicking
effect is more pronounced, since the bottom of the rope bears on the sheave,
and the normal force between the wires will be augmented by the radial force
of the rope on the sheave and its reaction. This radial forceta is equal to the
tension in the rope divided by the radius, or, in other words, is inversely pro-
portional to the diameter of the rope. No nicks of any magnitude occur
between the wires of the same strand, .since these wires cross each other at a
small angle, and have a long bearing surface on each other.
Thus, the wires which will break first are not the inside wires as has
been usually assumed, but the outside wires of the strands which break at
the nicks formed by the croasing wires. These breaks are not visible to the
eye, and were determined only by unraveling several cables which had broken
over a sheave at one of the tangent points. When this was done, it was
.. "Applied Meehanlcs", by C. E. Fuller and W. A. Johnston, Vol. I, p. 268.
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discovered· that a large I).umber, of the.out13ide wires of. the stqmd.s,. and .only
these;.were already broken at· the other taI).gent point, showing that these wires
were; the first· to break.
:. The writer continued Mr.. Stewart's work, and tested 1-in., 6 X 21, 1-in.
6 X 19 Seale, ,and 1-in. 6 X 19, Warrington, regular lay, non-preformed
cablea, :with just about the same, J:'esults obtained by the author. However,
it was felt that if the wires weJ:'e nicked by testing them over sheaves, these
wires, of course, would be'wea~e,ned permanentlY, which would be revealed in
a simple tension· test. After the sev'eral ,cahles bad 'been tested in tension,
and' over the 18, 14, 10, and 7-in;, sh€laves,they were unraveled, and ten
, individual wires of each size in, the, rope were taken from the part of the rope
which layover. the sheave.' These wires ·were carefully straightened by hand.
Nicks were noticeable in all ,the outside wi~e8,.and a vie~ of a typical nick
is shown in Fig. 19. The 'reductiqn in cross-section is clearly shown.' On the
inside wires, therE} were no. appreciable nicks and only a very small decrease
.in strength was revealed in,the tension tests. . '.
. . The nicks' in the outer wires were largeriJ;l the specimens broken over. the
smaller sheaves, as would be expected, and, consequently, these wires were
weaker than' those taken from the
cables which had been tested over
the larger sheaves. This loss in
strength of individual wires (diam-
eter, 0.0795 in.) is shown by Curve
A, Fig. 20. A graph of the loss in
strength of the cables (cast-steel,
regular la'y, non-preformed) over
the various sheaves is shown by
Curve B, Fig. 20, and it is seen that
the loss of strength of the cable
over the various sheaves, and the
loss of strength due to nicking are
quite similar. The results shown,
o 0.04 0,08 0,12 0.16 are for'the'l-in. 6 X 19 Seale; and
'Ratio of Rope Diameter to Sheave Diameter of Ropes Tested .
'the results for the other, cables' were
essentially the same. These results
show, that a large proportion ·of the, loss of streIlgth in cables is due to the
!;licking effect. ' . .
The occ~rrence of the~e nicks is an add~d explanation of the failure of
.cables r.unning over, ~hea~~s at' fairly' low lo~ds.,·. Under the repetition
of loads, the wires, chafe on each o.ther" enlarging the nicks and ,reducing
the strength until the wire breaks, and· this effect is much more pronounced
when J:'everae be~cisa;~ present;. ' " '. '
Stress-strain curves ,were als~ ~lrawn .of the wires from the brokeIl cables.
,¥or ·some reason, which. is most likely. the ch!!-nge in «ross-section of the
individual wires. due to abrasion' and squeezing in the cable, the stress-strain
relationship of the 'Yire seel1).s to change ,during, ~he testing of the rope. In
. ", ;.
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Fig. 21 are shown the stress"strain curves for 'a single wire in the' rope. The
dotted linei~ obtained from the wires which went into the rope. The' f~ll
line is obtained from in~ividual wires taken: from a broken rope; and this is
the curve that should be used in transposing strai'n data t08tress data,'
If this is done, the load streo3s curves in the author's, Fig. 1i, will approach
the 'load-divided-by-net-area line. Similar curves demonstrating this fact
for the 1-in., 6 X 19 Seale are shown in Fig. 22. Curve E is obtained by
using the dotted line in Fig. '21. This curve is seen to be similar to the 1-in.
6 X 7 regular lay, shown in Fig. 11. Curve 0; in Fig. 22, is obtained by
using the solid line in Fig. 21, and; at the breaking load, the stress in the
wireo3 is abqut equal to the average stress. ' This' is what: one' would' expect,
since the plastic flow of the wires above the yield' point; re-adjusts the stress
throughout the various wires so that, they' are nearly equally stressed, and
at the breaking load they have the I same, stress.
This condition is contrary to the author'o3 theoretical stress, distribution
shown in Fig. 15: The ,writer believes that this distribution is in error for
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several reasons: First, the.wrong 'stress-strain ~iagram for' th~' single wir,es
was used; second, the instruments u~ed.tomeasurestridn; measured it along
the chord of the curved wire, and not theactu'al strain; and, third, the stress
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in; the outer, wire is balanced' against the assumed stress in the core wire,
~h.ere·as a'ctually there are ellough more outside wires than core wires so that
the' ave~age streas in. the cable is not far from the stress in the outer wires.
.If these factors were tak~n into account, the stress 'in all the .wires would be
seen, to be equal ,to the average stress as shown in Fig.22.',
A few more remarks on the general behavior of wire ropes. may be appro-
priate. A, wire ·rope. may be considered asa· single solid bar, or an' asaembly
of individual. wires, each acting separately. If thought of as a bar, the usual
theories for curved .beams would·apply.. Actually; the behavior of a wire rope
is; s()mewhere· between these two conditions, the exact degree, depending on
the: relative. friction between, the .wires, the .lubrication of t~e. rope, the
resistance of ·tpe' individual wir~s to abrasion; and airiJ.ilar factors. The inde-
terminacyimd 'the 'variation in these factors would tend to remove wire ropes
from the fields of mathematical analysis: '. All bending stress theories', are
basedon the assumption that the· stress of a rope over 'a' aheave varies from a
maximum at the outside of the rope to a lesser· stress on the sheave; and yet
these theories assume that if an individual wire is taken out as a free body
for analysia, the stress at the two ends' of the wire IS the saine, and that
:th~re a~e no forces, acting along ,the wire. If a section of :any individual
wire is taken, it will go, from the outside of the rope to the inside. Tlie
:diffe~ence b~tween the two ends of the wire must be due to forces introd~ced
by friction and the: bearing of, one· wire on another,' which forces are prac-
tically always neglected in analysis, but they cannot be neglected and still
'give at~uepicture of what actually occurs in the ~ope.' .
, ..- ' '. .
DOUGLAS M. STEWART," JUN. AM. Soc. O. E. (by letter).-Variousdis"
cuss'~rs of this paper have stated certain of the limitations in the testing 'and
. analysis of stationary wire ropes inb~n<iing over' sheaves.' For' these contribuc
tions the writer is especially gratefui~ , .' . ' ;
Mr. Meals bis assisted in' cl~aring up the chronology oi' the various,
formulas for bending stress listed. ilis previous conclusion that the maxi~um
bending stress does not necessarily,. lie in the outer wires 'of the strand was
supported in the paper.. Equations (14) and (16) give values, m~ch more
consistent with the test results obtaine~ than those considered in the paper,
and indicate that for sheaves of it diameter, such as that normally used in
practice, Equation. (14) ca~' be used s~fely and will give fairly accu~ate
predictions of strength.
, Loadings of the. tensile specimens too close to 50% of the ultimate strength,
in determining, the,modulus of elasticity, were admittedly abnormally high
when considered. in tpe light of conventional factors of. safety; anq yet, as
pointed out by Professor' Boomsliter, overloads' .ofthis amount are frequently
experienced inor~Hnary' hoisti~g ropes,~nd when p;e-stressing suspender
cables for bridges to raise the modulus, such loads !ire commonly used. As
sho;wn b! Se~ No..11; in th~ ordit;la,ry,range of. working loads, a value ,of
" Engr.,. ,Ingersoll·Rand .Co.• :New.·York; N.· Y:,':'
(
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Er =10000000 lb per sq in,) may be expected 'after a few loadings,' arid it is it
matter for further investigation to determine whether such a rope' in normal
service will attain modulus values comparable with those tested.
The general:consistency of test results f.or· each speci~en, and the agree-
ment' between measurements made on opposite sides ,of the speci~en, indicate
that a 10-in. gage length was adequate, although a greater length is undoub.t-
e'dly 'to be 'preferred when physical limitations permit. ' On th~ 'specimens o'li
which six 10-in gage lengths' were used, a difference. of oilly 3% in modulus
between those nearest the sockets and those at the center shows. this 'consiste.liCy;
and the writer believed that accuracy of this order was 'within t~e' experi-
mental liinits of 'such testing, Special swivel clamps would no 'doubt have
been of assistanc,e in eliminating twisting of the measuring apparatus, but
corrections for twist using the transit and scale were of very small magnitude
except for loads near the breaki~g point. The' use of ropes with hemp' centei~
for 'these tests .was dictated by practical c~nside~ations, imd the question' of.
whether this tyPe, or that with an indepenqent wire-ro'pe center, is the 'more
typical seems debatable. .An extended research into the properties of ~~ch
ropes would clarify ,ll).aI?.y qu~sti~nable points in the analysis. , ,. ,
Professo~ B~~msliter has's~ated clearly one of the chief cau~esof,va~iatioD;
in any matheI,Ilatical analysis of stresses in a wire rope. There can be nq
question that for~es of the ~ature described actually exist in a rope, but since
so many assumptions must' Qe made in considering them, s~ch frictional
stresses are usually' neglected. ,~ha~ these forces may have an ~ppreciable
effect, on the strength of a rope, in certain cases, is shown in the numer~<?al
example considered.. Variation ip. the quantity of lubricant used inthe rope~
was not attempted; all tests wer~ made on new commercial ropes and represent
. ~urrentpractice in this rE)spect., Mr. Madsen makes mention of such, st~es~e.s
in the last paragraph of his discussion, but the very fact that. strengths in
both bending and tension ~ay be predicted with fair accuracy by the formulas
given, whether empirical or otherwise; indicates, that, too careful consideration
is not justified.
Mr. Madsen has had the opportunity of carrying on the writer's work on
various other types of wire rope specimens, and his conclusions merit careful
consideration. It is to be regretted that complete results of his tests were
not available, for his discussion.
Specifically referring to Mr. Madsen's discussion, it is stated that the
usual stress theories, as represnted by Equations (1) to (7), inclusive, may
not be far from wrong below the elastic limit. These formulas actually indi-
cate that the elastic limit (if a wire rope may be said to possess such a
property') is reacheq long before the point shown by actual tests. Further-
more, breaking of stationary ropes in service under low loads almost never
occurs, although no one will deny that fatigue will cause ?reakage in moving
ropes at values of load far less than that given by any of these formulas.
Since the bending stress is constant regardless of the load on the rope, it is
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~bvious: that, if exc~ptionally lal'ge stresses are indicated by such formulas
~tthtJ b~'eaki~g load,. the error will be e:ven greater proportionally at lower
values of the direct stress. '
The~~cki~g effect of ~n~ wire on anoth~r has been emphasize!! clearly,
and :the reduction ,in area (and, hence, in ultimate load) is. appreciable.
Although 'ca~e must be tak;en in ,interpreting tests on specimens of this nature
afte~ be~ng stressed' ~lmost to failure,' it' is apparent that the loss i~ the
strength of the rope must, be affected by this nicking of certain of the' outer
wir~s. In any cross-section, ho~ever, the number of such wires is not large,
being, limited to those in the ~uter layer of a strand where it touches another
strand. ,The use of a stress-strain curve for a wire that. has been loaded
practically to failure; over the entire range of a tensile test, does not seem
to~e justified. From Fig'. 20, the percentage loss' in 'strength of the wire
in' a tensile test is very close to zero, which mea~s that, at failure, the 'wire
should show lin ultimate strength of about 219' 000 ib per sci in. This strength
'is very close to that obtained in Qurve E of Fig. 22, w\1ereas Ourve C shows a,
stress of only about 185 Dod lb per sq in: at failure, or about .'15% lower
strength.. Fig. 21 cannot' 'be based on wires taken from a tension specimen
and still be consistent with Fig. 20, and 'values taken from such a curve based
on'rlfcked wires from a bending specimen (which thems'elves are not typical
of conditions prevailing over the 'cros~-section) are of little help in correcting
Fig. 22.
: The correct stress-strain curve of the wire to use would be one based on a
gradual nicking, such as takes place'in the rope, but'lacking this, the original
stress~strain curve seems 'to' give the best results. The difference in length
between' the chord length measured in a i-in. gage length on the wire and
the 'achial center-line length is so small that it may safely be neglected.
That: the stress in the inner wires' is greater than the average over the cross-
section, -is appreciated by wire·rope:manufacturers; who make the inner wires
slightly larger to ~ithstand this effect. '
The need for more extensive research in this field, to explain the apparent
inconsistencies of various experiments has been_ mentioned previously, and is
emphasized by the discussions. of this paper.
